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Abstract
In this paper, given any random variable ξ defined over a probability space (Ω,F , Q), we
focus on the study of the derivative of functions of the form L 7→ FQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, defined
over the convex cone of densities L ∈ LQ := {L ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q;R+) : EQ[L] = 1} in L1(Ω,F , Q).
Here f is a function over the space P(Rd) of probability laws over Rd endowed with its Borel
σ-field B(Rd). The problem of the differentiability of functions FQ of the above form has its
origin in the study of mean-field control problems for which the controlled dynamics admit
only weak solutions. Inspired by P.-L. Lions’ results [18] we show that, if for given L ∈ LQ,
L′ 7→ FLQ(L′) : LLQ → R is differentiable at L′ = 1, the derivative is of the form g(ξ), where
g : Rd → R is a Borel function which depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through the law (LQ)ξ. Denoting
this derivative by ∂1F ((LQ)ξ, x) := g(x), x ∈ Rd, we study its properties, and we relate it to
partial derivatives, recently investigated in [6], and, moreover, in the case when f restricted to
the 2-Wasserstein space P2(Rd) is differentiable in P.-L. Lions’ sense and (LQ)ξ ∈ P2(Rd), we
investigate the relation between the derivative with respect to the density of FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
and the derivative of f with respect to the probability measure. Our main result here shows
that ∂x∂1F ((LQ)ξ, x) = ∂µf((LQ)ξ, x), x ∈ Rd, where ∂µf((LQ)ξ, x) denotes the derivative of
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f : P2(Rd) → R at (LQ)ξ. By using techniques of Girsanov transformation in the context of
Malliavin calculus (See [5]), this result will be proved first for smooth Wiener functionals L and
ξ, and will be then extended by subtle approximation arguments to the general case. Finally,
the link with A. Bensoussan’s approach in [3] based on functions of densities of random variables
instead of their law is studied.
Keywords. Derivative w.r.t. the density over probability spaces; derivative w.r.t. the measure
over 2-Wasserstein spaces; partial derivative w.r.t. conditional probability laws; Girsanov transfor-
mation; integration by parts w.r.t. the Mallivin derivative.
AMS Subject classification: 60H10; 60K35
1 Introduction
Stimulated by the seminal works of Lasry and Lions [15], by Lions [18] (Refer also to Cardaliaguet
[12]) but also by Huang, Caines and Malhame´ [14] as well as by a large manifold of applications,
in recent years the study of mean-field problems has been enjoying a great interest and attracting
numerous researchers. Among the different approaches let us mention those which characterise the
limit problem of a large number of coupled equations (dynamics of a game associated with different
players, systems of backward stochastic differential equations or also systems of Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equations with coupling) as mean-field game or as the so-called Master equation. Such
limit problems were studied, for instance, in the pioneering works [18] and [14] already cited above,
but also in the works by Bensoussan, Frehse and Yam [3], [4], by Cardaliaguet [13], and also in
that by Buckdahn, Djehiche, Li and Peng [7]. With the same motivation Li and Min [17] studied
weak solutions for stochastic mean-field equations. In his course at Colle`ge de France [18] (for
the written version please refer to [12]) P.-L. Lions introduced and studied the innovative notion
of derivative over Wasserstein spaces. Strongly motivated by these works Buckdahn, Li, Peng
and Rainer [11] investigated this derivative for stochastic mean-field equations and associated with
them mean-field PDEs. This notion of derivative over Wasserstein spaces has turned out to be
crucial in the study of the stochastic maximum principle (SMP) for stochastic control problems
with coefficients depending not only on the controlled state process and the control, but also on
their law. There are numerous papers by different authors investigating the stochastic optimal
control problems for controlled mean-field stochastic differential equations with strong solution,
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e.g., [2], [8], [9], [16] and [19], and also particular cases of mean-field stochastic control systems
with only weak solution, e.g., [1] and [10]. Bayraktar, Cosso and Pham [2] focused on control
problems driven by McKean-Vlasov dynamics where the diffusion coefficient may be degenerate
and they obtained a probabilistic representation of its value function. They provided with so-called
randomization method to formulate a new weak control problem over a set of equivalent probability
measures which can be shown to have the same value function as the original one, and derived the
dynamic programming principle without assuming controls of feedback type. Relying on the notion
of derivative over Wasserstein spaces mentioned above, Pham and Wei [19] and Acciaio, Backhoff-
Veraguas and Carmona [1] both considered the case of dynamics depending on the joint law of the
state and the control. Pham and Wei [19] studied the dynamic programming Bellman equation in
the framework of feedback controls. Acciaio, Backhoff-Veraguas and Carmona [1] proved suitable
versions of the Pontryagin stochastic maximum principle.
Our original starting point for the present work was the study of the SMP for a rather general
mean-field control system with weak solution, but this investigation leads to another fundamental
problem, that of the study of the derivative of functions FQ : LQ → R defined over the space
LQ := {L ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q;R+) : EQ[L] = 1} of densities on a probability space (Ω,F , Q), so that
the present manuscript focuses on the study of the derivative of such functions of densities, while
the study of a general mean-field control problem involving such derivatives is the object of a
forthcoming work.
Let us explain this link between stochastic mean-field control problems admitting only a weak
solution and the derivative of functions over LQ with the help of a simple example.
Let b : R2 → R be a bounded Borel function. Given a measurable, non anticipating functional
u : [0, T ]× C([0, T ];R)→ R, we consider over a suitable probability space (Ω,F , Q) the stochastic
differential equation (SDE)
dXut = b(X
u
t , ut)dt+ dBt, t ∈ [0, T ], Xu0 = 0, (1.1)
where B = (Bt)t∈[0,T ] is a Q-Brownian motion and ut = u(t,X
u
·∧t), t ∈ [0, T ]. Of course, such
an SDE admits, in general, only a weak solution, which is obtained by putting Xu := B, Lu :=
exp{∫ T0 b(Xut , ut)dBt − 12 ∫ T0 b(Xut , ut)2dt} and But = Bt − ∫ t0 b(Xus , us)ds, t ∈ [0, T ]. Indeed, due to
the Girsanov Theorem, Bu = (But )t∈[0,T ] is an Q
u := LuQ-Brownian motion and, for F denoting
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the filtration generated by B, (Ω,F ,F, Qu, Bu,Xu) is a weak solution of (1.1),
dXut = b(X
u
t , ut)dt+ dB
u
t , t ∈ [0, T ], Xu0 = 0. (1.2)
We consider as set of admissible controls ut = u(t, B·∧t), t ∈ [0, T ], the space Uad := L∞F ([0, T ] ×
Ω; dsdQ), and we endow the controlled equation (1.2) with a cost functional J : Uad → R. Let
u∗ ∈ Uad be an optimal control, J(u∗) ≤ J(u), u ∈ Uad. Studying the stochastic maximum principle
means to provide necessary and possibly sufficient optimality conditions for the control u∗. A way
to do this consists in considering the linear perturbation uε := u∗+ εu, ε ∈ R, u ∈ Uad, and to use,
supposing differentiability, that ∂εJ(u
ε)
∣∣
ε=0
= 0. In the classical case, when J is a terminal cost
functional of the form J(u) := EQ
u
[ϕ(XuT )] = E
Q[Luϕ(BT )], u ∈ Uad, we have
∂εJ(u
ε)
∣∣
ε=0
= EQ[ϕ(BT )∂εL
uε
∣∣
ε=0
],
and the study of the SMP is classical for this case. However, recently numerous authors have
studied the SMP for stochastic mean-field control problems in which the coefficients do not depend
only on the control state process and its control, but also on the law of the controlled state process.
In our case this leads to a cost functional of the form J(u) = f(QuBT ), u ∈ Uad, and studying the
SMP
∂εJ(u
ε)
∣∣
ε=0
= ∂εf(Q
uε
BT
)
∣∣
ε=0
= ∂εf((L
uεQ)BT )
∣∣
ε=0
,
is tightly related with the investigation of the derivative w.r.t. the density L ∈ LQ of functions
FQ : LQ → R of the form FQ(L) := f((LQ)ξ), where f is a real-valued function defined over the
space P(Rd) of probability laws over (Rd,B(Rd)) and ξ : (Ω,F , Q) → (Rd,B(Rd)) is an arbitrarily
fixed random variable.
The objective of our manuscript is the study of the derivative of such functions L→ FQ(L) :=
f((LQ)ξ) w.r.t. the density. In order to understand better the setting in which these studies shall be
done, let us fix for simplicity any deterministic function h = (ht)t∈[0,T ] ∈ L2([0, T ], dt) and consider
the regular LQ-valued curve ε → Lε = exp{∫ T0 εhsdBs − 12 ∫ T0 (εhs)2ds}, ε ∈ R. Let ξ = ϕ(BT ),
where ϕ ∈ C1b (R). Then, due to the Girsanov Theorem, (LεQ)ξ = Qϕ(BT+ε ∫ T0 htdt), ε ∈ R, and for
any function f : P2(R) → R differentiable in the sense of P-L. Lions [18] (See also [11]) over the
space P2(R) of probability laws with finite second moment, with derivative ∂µf : P2(R) × R → R
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(See Subsection 3.3), we have
∂εFQ(L
ε)
∣∣
ε=0
= ∂εf((L
εQ)ξ)
∣∣
ε=0
= ∂εf
(
Q
ϕ(BT+ε
∫ T
0
htdt)
)∣∣
ε=0
= EQ
[
∂µf(Qϕ(BT ), ϕ(BT ))∂xϕ(BT )
∫ T
0
htdt
]
= EQ
[ ∫ ϕ(BT )
0
∂µf(Qϕ(BT ), y)dy ·
∫ T
0
htdBt
]
= EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Qξ, y)dy · ∂εLε
∣∣
ε=0
]
,
(1.3)
where the last equality but one is a consequence of the integration by parts formula in the Malliavin
calculus. The above relation (1.3) extended to general curves in LQ will allow to conclude (See
Subsection 3.3) that the derivative DFQ(1) of FQ w.r.t. the measure at L = 1 is given by
DFQ(1) =
∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Qξ, y)dy − EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Qξ, y)dy
]
,
and that there is a measurable function g : R → R only depending on ξ through Qξ, such that
DFQ(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s. Denoting g by ∂1F (Qξ, ·), we have
∂1F (Qξ, x) =
∫ x
0
∂µf(Qξ, y)dy − EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Qξ, y)dy
]
, x ∈ R, (1.4)
and in particular, we get that
∂x
(
∂1F (Qξ, x)
)
= ∂µf(Qξ, x), x ∈ R. (1.5)
We will see that formula (1.5) holds true in a rather general setting, also for multi-dimensional
random variables ξ. The interest of this formula stems from the fact that it allows to regard the
derivative w.r.t. the density as a kind of first order derivative, and that w.r.t. the measure as a
second order one.
The above example proves the interest of investigating the derivative of functions L→ FQ(L) :=
f((LQ)ξ), L ∈ LQ, for arbitrarily fixed ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd), and its tight relation with the derivative
of f : P2(Rd)→ R studied by Lions [18].
Let us combine the explanation of the organisation of the paper with that of our main results.
After the preliminaries in Section 2 in which we recall some basic notions, and in particular that
of the derivative of a function f : P2(Rd)→ R w.r.t. the probability measure, Section 3 is devoted
to the study of the derivative of functions FQ : LQ → R of the form FQ(L) := f((LQ)ξ), L ∈ LQ,
for arbitrarily fixed ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd), and for functions f defined over the space P(Rd) of the
probability measures over (Rd,B(Rd)). If FQ is differentiable in L (See Definition 3.1), its unique
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derivative DFQ(L) ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q),R)(∗) is identified with DFQ(L) ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q). The choice of
the special form of the function FQ(L) := f((LQ)ξ) implies that FQ(L
′L) = FLQ(L
′), L ∈ LQ, L′ ∈
LLQ, which allows to reduce our study of the derivative essentially to that of FLQ : LLQ → R at
L′ = 1. In analogy to P.-L. Lions’ result for the derivatives over P2(Rd), Theorem 3.1 states that
there exists a Borel function g : Rd → R such that DFLQ(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s., and g depends on
(Q,L, ξ) only through (LQ)ξ, which motivates the notation ∂1F ((LQ)ξ, x) := g(x), x ∈ Rd. Further
properties of ∂1F are studied in Subsection 3.1 and an illustrating example is given. Subsection
3.2 is devoted to the investigation of the link between the derivative of L→ FQ(L) and the partial
derivative of L → G(Q(L,ξ)) := f((LQ)ξ). Given any measurable space (E, E), partial derivatives
w.r.t. the conditional law QL|ξ at Q(L,ξ) of functionsQ(L,ξ) → H(Q(L,ξ)) : P2,0(Rd×E)→ R (†) were
recently studied in [6], and the relation (LQ)ξ =
∫
E
eQ(L,ξ)(dedx) allows to re-interpret the results
of Subsection 3.1 in terms of the notion of partial derivative. Also here an illustrating example is
given. Finally, Subsection 3.3 is devoted to the study of the derivative of FQ(L) = f((LQ)ξ), when
ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;Rd) and f : P2(Rd) → R is differentiable in P.-L. Lions’ sense. In Theorem 3.2,
generalising (1.4), we give for this general case the explicit form of the derivative ∂1f((LQ)ξ, x),
when ξ is a real-valued random variable, and for ξ an Rd-valued random variable (d ≥ 1) we
show that we have ∂x∂1F ((LQ)ξ , x) = ∂µf((LQ)ξ, x), x ∈ Rd. Using techniques of Girsanov
transformation in the frame of the Malliavin calculus (See [5]), we prove the results first in the
case, where ξ and L are regular in the sense of the Malliavin derivative, and then, by a suitable,
rather subtle approximation (See Proposition 3.3) we extend these results to the general case. The
proof of Proposition 3.3 is given in the Appendix (Section 4). Finally, at the end of Subsection 3.3
we relate the mean-field approach based on densities of random variables by Bensoussan (See, e.g.,
[3]) to the results of our manuscript. Considering a sufficiently regular function Φ defined over the
space of probability densities in L1(R,B(R), dx) and defining FQ(L) := f((LQ)ξ) := Φ(fLQξ ), for
a random variable ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) and L ∈ LQ such that (LQ)ξ has a square integrable density
denoted by fLQξ , we show that, under suitable assumptions, (LQ)ξ(dx)-a.s.,
∂1F ((LQ)ξ, x) = DΦ(f
LQ
ξ , x)− ELQ[DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)],
∂µf((LQ)ξ, x) = ∂x∂1F ((LQ)ξ, x) = ∂xDΦ(f
LQ
ξ , x).
∗L
p
0(Ω,F , Q) is the sub-space of random variables η in L
p(Ω,F , Q) with EQ[η] = 0 (1 ≤ p ≤ +∞).
†P2,0(Rd × E) = {µ ∈ P(Rd × E) :
∫
Rd
|x|2µ(dxde) < +∞}.
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Here DΦ(fLQξ )(·) ∈ L(L20(R,B(R), dx),R) denotes the L2(dx)-derivative of Φ and is identified with
DΦ(fLQξ , ·) ∈ L20(R,B(R), dx).
2 Preliminaries
Let us assume that (E, d) is a separable complete metric space; B(E) denotes the Borel σ-field
over (E, d), and P(E) is the space of all probability measures endowed with the topology of weak
convergence. For p ≥ 1, we consider the space of probability measures on (E,B(E)) with finite p-th
moment, denoted by Pp(E),
Pp(E) :=
{
µ ∈ P(E)
∣∣∣ ∫
E
d(z, z0)
pµ(dz) < +∞, for some z0 ∈ E
}
, (2.1)
or equivalent,
Pp(E) :=
{
µ ∈ P(E)
∣∣∣ ∫
E
d(z, z0)
pµ(dz) < +∞, for all z0 ∈ E
}
. (2.2)
The space Pp(E) is endowed with the p-Wasserstein metric
Wp(µ, ν) := inf
{(∫
E×E
(d(z, z′))pρ(dzdz′)
) 1
p
∣∣∣ ρ ∈ Pp(E × E) with ρ(· × E) = µ, ρ(E × ·) = ν},
where µ, ν ∈ Pp(E).
Let (Ω,F , P ) be a complete probability space which is “rich enough” in the sense that, for
all k ≥ 1, P(Ek) = {Pϑ, ϑ ∈ L0(Ω,F , P ;Ek)}, where L0(Ω,F , P ;Ek) (resp., Lp(Ω,F , P ;Ek))
denotes the space of all Ek-valued random variables over (Ω,F , P ) (resp., that of all Ek-valued
random variables over (Ω,F , P ) with finite p-th moment). Then, obviously, for µ, ν ∈ Pp(Ek), the
p-Wasserstein metric can be rewritten as follows:
Wp(µ, ν) := inf
{(
E[|ξ − η|p]) 1p ∣∣ ξ, η ∈ Lp(Ω,F , P ;Ek) with Pξ = µ, Pη = ν}.
Let now p = 2 and E = Rd (d ≥ 1); with the identification of the random variables which coincide
P -a.s. L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd) is a real Hilbert space with inner product (ξ, η)L2(P ) = E[ξ · η], ξ, η ∈
L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd), and norm |ξ|L2(P ) = (ξ, ξ)
1
2
L2(P )
. We say that a function f : P2(Rd) → R is
differentiable at µ ∈ P2(Rd) if, for the lifted function f˜(ϑ) := f(Pϑ), ϑ ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd), there is
some ϑ0 ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd) with Pϑ0 = µ, such that the function f˜ : L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd)→ R is Fre´chet
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differentiable in ϑ0, i.e., there exists a continuous linear mapping Df˜(ϑ0) : L
2(Ω,F , P ;Rd) → R
(i.e., Df˜(ϑ0) ∈ L(L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd);R)) such that
f˜(ϑ0 + η)− f˜(ϑ0) = Df˜(ϑ0)(η) + o(|η|L2(P )), (2.3)
with |η|L2(P ) → 0, for η ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd). Since Df˜(ϑ0) ∈ L(L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd);R), Riesz’ Repre-
sentation Theorem yields the existence of a (P -a.s.) unique random variable θ0 ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd)
such that Df˜(ϑ0)(η) = (θ0, η)L2(P ) = E[θ0η], for all η ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd). In [12] it was proven that
there is a Borel function h0 : Rd → Rd such that θ0 = h0(ϑ0), P -a.s. The function h0 was shown
to depend on ϑ0 only through its law Pϑ0 . Taking into account the definition of f˜ , this allows to
write
f(Pϑ)− f(Pϑ0) = E[h0(ϑ0) · (ϑ − ϑ0)] + o(|ϑ− ϑ0|L2(P )), (2.4)
for ϑ ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd) with |ϑ− ϑ0|L2(P ) → 0.
We call ∂µf(Pϑ0 , y) := h0(y), y ∈ Rd, the derivative of f : P2(Rd)→ R at Pϑ0 .
For simplicity in our approach we will consider the function f˜ : L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd)→ R as Fre´chet
differentiable over the whole space L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd). In this case we have the derivative ∂µf(Pϑ, y)
defined Pϑ(dy)-a.e., for all ϑ ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd) through the relation Df˜(ϑ)(η) = E[∂µf(Pϑ, ϑ)η],
for all η ∈ L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd).
As we have seen, in the above approach the definition of the derivative of a function f : P2(Rd)→
R defined through the Fre´chet derivative of its lifted function f˜ : L2(Ω,F , P ;Rd)→ R is, although
independent of the special choice of P , heavily depending on the fact that the same probability P is
used while working with the derivative of f . However, as we will see, working with weak solutions
of a stochastic controlled problem will lead us to derivatives of functions of the form θ → f(µθ),
where µθ =
(
Lu
θ
P
)
Xu
θ
t
. This makes necessary to study in addition to the Fre´chet derivative of
L2(Ω,F , LP ;Rd) ∋ ξ → f((LP )ξ) also that w.r.t. the density L→ f((LP )ξ).
3 Derivative with respect to the density
3.1 Derivative w.r.t. the density and properties
Let (Ω,B(Ω)) be a Radon space, and Q be a probability measure on (Ω,B(Ω)). Putting F =
B(Ω) ∨ NQ, where NQ denotes the collection of all Q-null sets, (Ω,F , Q) is a complete probability
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space. For p ∈ [1,∞] we define the spaces Lp0(Ω,F , Q) := {η ∈ Lp(Ω,F , Q) |EQ[η] = 0} and
LQ := {L ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q) |L > 0, EQ[L] = 1}. We also introduce the notation LQ − LQ :=
{L− L′ |L,L′ ∈ LQ}. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. (i) L10(Ω,F , Q) = {αη |α > 0, η ∈ LQ − LQ};
(ii) For all ϕ ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R), there exists some (Q-a.s.) unique ϑϕ ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) such that
ϕ(η) = EQ[ϑϕη], η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q).
Proof. (i) As the inclusion “⊃” is obvious, we only need to prove “⊂”. Decomposing θ ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q)
in its positive and its negative parts, we have θ = θ+ − θ−. Then, EQ[θ+]− EQ[θ−] = EQ[θ] = 0.
Thus, putting L := 1+θ
+
1+EQ[θ+]
and L′ := 1+θ
−
1+EQ[θ−]
, we see that L, L′ ∈ LQ, and for α = 1+EQ[θ+] >
0, we have θ = α(L− L′).
(ii) It is well-known that, for all ψ ∈ L(L1(Ω,F , Q);R), there exists a (Q-a.s.) unique θψ ∈
L∞(Ω,F , Q) such that ψ(η) = EQ[θψη], for all η ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q). Let now ϕ ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R).
We extend ϕ to L1(Ω,F , Q) by putting ϕ˜(η) := ϕ(η − EQ[η]), η ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q). Obviously,
ϕ˜ ∈ L(L1(Ω,F , Q);R). Thus, there exists θϕ˜ ∈ L∞(Ω,F , Q) such that ϕ˜(η) = EQ[θϕ˜η], for all
η ∈ L1(Ω,F , Q). Hence, for all η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q), it holds that
ϕ(η) = ϕ˜(η) = EQ[θϕ˜η] = E
Q[(θϕ˜ − EQ[θϕ˜])η].
Obviously, ϑϕ := θϕ˜ − EQ[θϕ˜] ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) and ϕ˜(η) = EQ[ϑϕη], for all η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q). The
(Q-a.s.) uniqueness of ϑϕ follows from a standard argument, similar to that of θϕ˜.
Let now ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd) be arbitrarily given. For L ∈ LQ, (LQ)ξ ∈ P(Rd) is defined by∫
Rd
ϕd(LQ)ξ := E
Q[ϕ(ξ)L], ϕ ∈ bB(Rd),
where bB(Rd) := {ϕ : Rd → R |ϕ bounded Borel function}. Let us fix now an arbitrary function
f : P(Rd)→ R, and put
FQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ. (3.1)
Remark 3.1. If ξ ∈ L∞(Ω,F , Q;Rd), the function FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ, is well-defined
for f : P1(Rd) → R. Indeed, for L ∈ LQ,
∫
Rd
|x|d(LQ)ξ = EQ[L · |ξ|] ≤ |ξ|∞ < +∞, where
|ξ|∞ := esssup
Ω
|ξ(ω)|.
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In the sense of the Fre´chet derivative over Banach spaces, but now for LQ ⊂ L1(Ω,F , Q), we
give the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Given L ∈ LQ, we say that FQ : LQ → R defined in (3.1) is differentiable at L, if
there is some (DFQ)(L) ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R) such that
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = (DFQ)(L)(L′ − L) + o(|L′ − L|L1(Q)), (3.2)
for all L′ ∈ LQ with |L′ − L|L1(Q) → 0.
We observe that this definition is well-stated. Indeed, we have the following statement:
Lemma 3.2. For any given L ∈ LQ, we suppose that the function FQ : LQ → R defined in (3.1) is
differentiable at L in the sense of the above Definition 3.1. Then the continuous linear functional
(DFQ)(L) ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R) satisfying (3.2) is unique.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is strongly related with Lemma 3.1. For i = 1, 2, let ϕi ∈
L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R) be such that (3.2) is satisfied with (DFQ)(L) replaced by ϕi. Due to Lemma
3.1 there is a unique ϑϕ ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) such that, for ϕ := ϕ1 − ϕ2 ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R), it holds
EQ[ϑϕη] = ϕ(η), for all η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q). Then, from the difference of the both relations (3.2)
satisfied by ϕi, i = 1, 2, we have
EQ[ϑϕ(L
′ − L)] = ϕ(L′ − L) = o(|L′ − L|L1(Q)), (3.3)
for all L′ ∈ LQ with |L′ − L|L1(Q) → 0.
Let now θ be an arbitrary element of L10(Ω,F , Q), which we decompose in its positive and its
negative parts θ = θ+ − θ− (Observe that EQ[θ+] = EQ[θ−]), and letting α > 0, we define the
following densities in LQ:
L′1 =
L+ αθ+
1 + αEQ[θ+]
, L′2 =
L+ αθ−
1 + αEQ[θ−]
.
Obviously,
L′1 − L = α
θ+ − LEQ[θ+]
1 + αEQ[θ+]
, L′2 − L = α
θ− − LEQ[θ−]
1 + αEQ[θ−]
, and |L′i − L|L1(Q) ≤
2αEQ[θ+]
1 + αEQ[θ+]
,
for i = 1, 2, and from (3.3)
α
1 + αEQ[θ+]
EQ[ϑϕθ] = E
Q[ϑϕ(L
′
1 − L′2)] = o
( 2αEQ[θ+]
1 + αEQ[θ+]
)
, as α→ 0.
But this implies that EQ[ϑϕθ] = 0, for all θ ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q). Consequently, choosing θ = ϑϕ we see
that ϑϕ = 0, Q-a.s. Therefore, ϕ1 − ϕ2 = ϕ = 0.
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After having seen that the definition of the derivative of the function FQ : LQ → R introduced
in (3.1) is well formulated, let us study now some properties of this derivative. For this we use the
following notation: For L ∈ LQ we put QL := LQ. Note that QL is a probability on (Ω,F) and
LQL = {L′ ∈ L1(Ω,F , QL;R+) : EQL [L′](= EQ[L′L]) = 1}.
Lemma 3.3. Let L ∈ LQ. Then the function FQ : LQ → R is differentiable at L if and only if
FQL : LQL → R is differentiable at L0 = 1. Moreover, if FQ : LQ → R is differentiable at L (and,
thus, equivalently, FQL : LQL → R is differentiable at L0 = 1), then we have
DFQL(1) = DFQ(L)−EQL [DFQ(L)] ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , QL), QL-a.s. (∼ Q-a.s.),
DFQ(L) = DFQL(1) −EQ[DFQL(1)] ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q), Q-a.s.
(3.4)
Proof. Let FQ : LQ → R be differentiable at L ∈ LQ. Then, due to the preceding Lemma 3.2,
abusing notation, there is a (Q-a.s.) unique DFQ(L) ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) such that,
(DFQ)(L)(η) = E
Q[DFQ(L)η], η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q),
and, thus,
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = EQ[DFQ(L)(L′ − L)] + o(|L′ − L|L1(Q)),
for L′ ∈ LQ, |L′ − L|L1(Q) → 0. On the other hand, consider L′′ ∈ LQL with |L′′ − 1|L1(QL) → 0.
Then L′′ · L ∈ LQ, |L′′L− L|L1(Q) = |L′′ − 1|L1(QL), and
FQL(L
′′)− FQL(1) = f
(
(L′′QL)ξ
)− f((QL)ξ) = f(((L′′L)Q)ξ)− f((LQ)ξ)
=FQ(L
′′L)− FQ(L) = EQ[DFQ(L)(L′′L− L)] + o(|L′′L− L|L1(Q))
=EQL [DFQ(L)(L
′′ − 1)] + o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL)).
As EQL [L′′ − 1] = 0, this yields
FQL(L
′′)− FQL(1) = EQL
[(
DFQ(L)− EQL [DFQ(L)]
)
(L′′ − 1)]+ o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL)).
Note that DFQ(L)−EQL [DFQ(L)] ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , QL). Consequently, FQL : LQL → R is differentiable
at L0 = 1, and
DFQL(1) = DFQ(L)− EQL [DFQ(L)], QL-a.s. (3.5)
Conversely, given any L ∈ LQ we suppose now that FQL : LQL → R is differentiable at L0 = 1.
Then, for L′ ∈ LQ with |L′ − L|L1(Q) → 0, noting that L′/L ∈ LQL (Remark that QL{L = 0} =
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EQ[L1{L=0}] = 0), we have
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)− f((LQ)ξ) = f((L′
L
QL)ξ
)− f((QL)ξ)
=FQL(
L′
L
)− FQL(1) = EQL [DFQL(1)(
L′
L
− 1)] + o(|L
′
L
− 1|L1(QL))
=EQ[DFQL(1)(L
′ − L)] + o(|L′ − L|L1(Q))
=EQ
[(
DFQL(1)− EQ[DFQL(1)]
)
(L′ − L)]+ o(|L′ − L|L1(Q)).
As DFQL(1) ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , QL), it holds that DFQL(1) − EQ[DFQL(1)] ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q), and, con-
sequently, FQ : LQ → R is differentiable at L and DFQ(L) = DFQL(1) − EQ[DFQL(1)], Q-a.s.
The next statement investigates the form of the derivative with respect to the density. The
result is comparable with the characterisation of the derivative of a function f : P2(Rd) → R at a
probability law Pϑ0 by a Borel function h0 : R
d → R, Df˜(ϑ0) = h0(ϑ0), where h0 depends on the
random variable ϑ0 only through its law Pϑ0 , see (2.4).
Theorem 3.1. Let FQL : LQL → R be differentiable at L0 = 1. Then there exists a bounded Borel
function g : Rd → R such that DFQL(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s. Moreover, g depends on (Q,L, ξ) only
through the law (QL)ξ.
Proof. Let L′′ ∈ LQL . As, for all ϕ ∈ bB(Rd),
∫
Rd
ϕd(L′′QL)ξ = E
QL [L′′ϕ(ξ)] = EQL
[
EQL [L′′ | ξ]ϕ(ξ)],
and as the conditional expectation EQL [L′′ | ξ] of L′′ under QL, knowing ξ, belongs to LQL , it
follows that (L′′QL)ξ =
(
EQL [L′′ | ξ]QL
)
ξ
. Therefore, FQL(L
′′) = FQL
(
EQL [L′′ | ξ]). Consequently,
EQL [DFQL(1)(L
′′ − 1)] = FQL(L′′)− FQL(1) + o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL))
=FQL
(
EQL [L′′ | ξ])− FQL(1) + o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL))
=EQL
[
(DFQL)(1)
(
EQL [L′′ | ξ]− 1)]+ o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL)),
(3.6)
for L′′ ∈ LQL with |L′′ − 1|L1(QL) → 0. Here we have used for the last equality that
∣∣EQL [L′′ | ξ]− 1∣∣
L1(QL)
≤ |L′′ − 1|L1(QL), and so o(|EQL [L′′ | ξ]− 1|L1(QL)) = o(|L′′ − 1|L1(QL)).
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Let now η ∈ L10(Ω,F , QL). Arguing similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we put η1 := η+,
η2 := η
−, and for i = 1, 2 and α > 0 we define
Li :=
1 + αηi
1 + αEQL [ηi]
∈ LQL, i = 1, 2.
Note that Li − 1 = α ηi − E
QL [ηi]
1 + αEQL [ηi]
and, thus, |Li − 1|L1(QL) ≤ 2αEQL [ηi]→ 0, α→ 0 and
1
α
(Li − 1) = ηi − E
QL [ηi]
1 + αEQL [ηi]
−→ ηi − EQL [ηi], in L1(QL), as α→ 0.
Hence, substituting L′′ = Li in (3.6), dividing by α > 0 and taking the limit as α ց 0 yields, for
i = 1, 2,
EQL
[
DFQL(1)
(
ηi − EQL [ηi]
)]
= EQL
[
DFQL(1)
(
EQL [ηi | ξ]− EQL [ηi]
)]
.
But η = η1 − η2 and EQL [η1] = EQL [η2]. Hence, for all η ∈ L10(Ω,F , QL), we have
EQL [DFQL(1)η] = E
QL
[
DFQL(1)E
QL [η | ξ]],
and, thus,
EQL
[(
DFQL(1)− EQL [DFQL(1) | ξ]
)
η
]
= 0, for all η ∈ L10(Ω,F , QL). (3.7)
Choosing η := DFQL(1)− EQL [DFQL(1) | ξ] in (3.7) shows that
DFQL(1) = E
QL [DFQL(1) | ξ], QL-a.s.(∼ Q-a.s.).
Consequently, there exists a Borel function g : Rd → R such that
DFQL(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s., (3.8)
and from (3.4), DFQ(L) = DFQL(1)−EQ[DFQL(1)] = g¯(ξ), Q-a.s., for g¯(y) := g(y)−EQ[DFQL(1)],
y ∈ Rd.
It remains to show that g depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through the law (QL)ξ. Let Q
′ be a
probability measure on (Ω,F), L′ ∈ LQ′ and ξ′ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q′;Rd) be such that (L′Q′)ξ′ = (LQ)ξ,
or, equivalently, (Q′L′)ξ′ = (QL)ξ.
We still use the notation FQ′
L′
(L̂′) := f
(
(L̂′Q′L′)ξ′
)
, L̂′ ∈ LQ′L′ , and we are going to show that
the differentiability of FQL : LQL → R at L0 = 1 implies that of FQ′
L′
: LQ′L′ → R at L′0 = 1. Let
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L̂′ ∈ LQ′L′ be such that |L̂′− 1|L1(Q′
L′
) tends to 0, and let h : R
d → R be a Borel function such that
EQ
′
L′ [L̂′ | ξ′] = h(ξ′), Q′L′-a.s. Notice that, for all ϕ ∈ bB(Rd),∫
Rd
ϕd(L̂′Q′L′)ξ′ = E
Q′
L′ [L̂′ϕ(ξ′)] = EQ
′
L′
[
EQ
′
L′ [L̂′ | ξ′]ϕ(ξ′)]
= EQ
′
L′ [h(ξ′)ϕ(ξ′)] =
∫
Rd
h · ϕd(Q′L′)ξ′ =
∫
Rd
h · ϕd(QL)ξ = EQL [h(ξ)ϕ(ξ)].
(3.9)
It is easy to check that h(ξ) ∈ LQL . Then it follows from (3.9) that∫
Rd
ϕd(L̂′Q′L′)ξ′ = E
QL [h(ξ)ϕ(ξ)] =
∫
Rd
ϕd
(
h(ξ)QL
)
ξ
, for all ϕ ∈ bB(Rd),
which implies that (L̂′Q′L′)ξ′ =
(
h(ξ)QL
)
ξ
=
(
h(ξ′)Q′L′
)
ξ′
. Then, recalling the definition of FQ′
L′
,
we obtain
FQ′
L′
(L̂′) = f
(
(L̂′Q′L′)ξ′
)
= f
(
(h(ξ)QL)ξ
)
= FQL
(
h(ξ)
)
.
Consequently, using the fact that DFQL(1) exists and coincides Q-a.s. (and thus also QL-a.s.) with
g(ξ) (see (3.8)), we have
FQ′
L′
(L̂′)− FQ′
L′
(1) = FQL
(
h(ξ)
) − FQL(1) = EQL[g(ξ)(h(ξ)− 1)]+ o(|h(ξ) − 1|L1(QL))
=EQ
′
L′
[
g(ξ′)
(
h(ξ′)− 1)]+ o(|h(ξ′)− 1|L1(Q′
L′
)) = E
Q′
L′
[
g(ξ′)
(
L̂′ − 1)]+ o(|L̂′ − 1|L1(Q′
L′
)),
i.e., also FQ′
L′
: LQ′L′ → R is differentiable at L0 = 1, and
DFQ′
L′
(1) = g(ξ′), Q′L′-a.s.
This shows that the function g introduced in (3.8) depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through the law (QL)ξ.
Now the proof is complete.
The above theorem justifies the following notation. Using the function g introduced in (3.8), we
define:
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
:= g(x), x ∈ Rd.
We observe that the function is (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s. well defined, and
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)
= g(ξ) = DFQL(1), QL-a.s. (3.10)
Remark 3.2. We have seen in Lemma 3.3 that the differentiability of FQ : LQ → R at L ∈ LQ is
equivalent with that of FQL : LQL → R at L0 = 1. Moreover, Q-a.s.,
DFQL(1) = DFQ(L)− EQL [DFQ(L)], QL-a.s. (∼ Q-a.s.),
DFQ(L) = DFQL(1)− EQ[DFQL(1)], Q-a.s.
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While DFQL(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s., where g(x) = ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
, x ∈ Rd, depends on (Q,L, ξ) only
through (QL)ξ, we see that
DFQ(L) = DFQL(1)− EQ[DFQL(1)]
= ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)− EQ[∂1F ((QL)ξ, ξ)] = g¯(ξ), Q-a.s.,
where
g¯(x) := ∂LF
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ, x
)
:= ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ , x
)− ∫
Rd
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ , y
)
Qξ(dy), x ∈ Rd,
depends not only on (QL)ξ but also on Qξ.
Let us consider the following example.
Example 3.1. Let h ∈ C1(R), ϕ ∈ bB(R), and f(µ) := h(∫R ϕdµ), µ ∈ P(R). For ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q),
let FQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
= h
(
EQ[Lϕ(ξ)]
)
, L ∈ LQ. It can be easily checked that the Fre´chet
derivative DFQ(L) ∈ L(L10(Ω,F , Q);R) has the form
DFQ(L)(η) = h
′
(
EQ[Lϕ(ξ)]
)
EQ[ϕ(ξ)η], η ∈ L10(Ω,F , Q),
while its identification with an element of L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) is just
DFQ(L) = h
′
(
EQ[Lϕ(ξ)]
)(
ϕ(ξ) −EQ[ϕ(ξ)]), Q-a.s., L ∈ LQ.
Consequently,
∂LF
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ , x
)
= h′
(∫
R
ϕd(QL)ξ
)(
ϕ(x)−
∫
R
ϕdQξ
)
, Qξ(dx)-a.s.,
and choosing instead of (Q,L) the couple (QL, 1), we obtain
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= h′
(
EQL [ϕ(ξ)]
)(
ϕ(x) − EQL [ϕ(ξ)]), (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s.
3.2 Relation between the derivative w.r.t. the density and partial derivatives
The objective of this subsection is to investigate the relation between the derivative with respect
to the density introduced in the preceding subsection and partial derivatives of functions over a
suitable space of probability measures studied by [6]. For this we keep the notations introduced in
the preceding subsection.
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Let Q be a probability measure over the Radon space (Ω,F = B(Ω) ∨ NQ). We note that, for
L ∈ LQ and ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd),
(LQ)ξ(dx) =
∫
R
zQ(L,ξ)(dzdx).
Indeed, due to the transfer theorem we have, for all ϕ ∈ bB(Rd),
∫
Rd
ϕd(LQ)ξ = E
Q[Lϕ(ξ)] =
∫
Rd
ϕ(x)
( ∫
R
zQ(L,ξ)(dzdx)
)
. (3.11)
In order to be able to work in the framework chosen by [6], we extend (3.11) to signed mea-
sures and restrict to (L, ξ) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) × L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd). Thus, given (L, ξ) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) ×
L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd), we put
(LQ)ξ(dx) :=
∫
R
zQ(L,ξ)(dzdx)
(
= (L+Q)ξ(dx)− (L−Q)ξ(dx)
)
. (3.12)
Then,
Q(L,ξ) ∈ P2,0(R× Rd) :=
{
µ ∈ P(R× Rd) : µ(· × Rd) ∈ P2(R)
}
,
and
(LQ)ξ(dx) =
∫
R
zQ(L,ξ)(dzdx) ∈ M(Rd) :=
{
αµ1 − βµ2
∣∣µ1, µ2 ∈ P(Rd), α, β ∈ R+}.
We observe that Q(L,ξ) has the disintegration
Q(L,ξ)(dzdx) = Q{L ∈ dz | ξ = x}Qξ(dx) = QL|ξ(dz, x)Qξ(dx),
where QL|ξ(dz, x) denotes the regular conditional probability associated with Q{L ∈ dz | ξ = x};
its existence is guaranteed by the fact that (Ω,B(Ω)) is a Radon space.
Let f :M(Rd)→ R, and define G : P2,0(R× Rd)→ R through the relation
G(Q(L,ξ)) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
= f
(∫
R
zQ(L,ξ)(dzdx)
)
, (L, ξ) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) × L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd).
As we suppose that F is “rich enough”, we have P(R×Rd) = {Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ) ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;R×Rd)}
and P2,0(R×Rd) =
{
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;R)×L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd)
}
, and the mapping G is well
defined on P2,0(R× Rd).
Inspired by the approach by P.L. Lions (see [12]) for the study of the differentiability of a function
over P2(R), [6] introduced the partial derivative of G through the Fre´chet derivative of its lifted
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function G˜Q,ξ : L
2(Ω,F , Q)→ R defined by G˜Q,ξ(L) := G(Q(L,ξ)), L ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q). Observe that,
in particular, for L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q),
G˜Q,ξ(L) = G(Q(L,ξ)) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
= FQ(L), (3.13)
where FQ : LQ → R has been introduced in (3.1). So (3.13) relates derivatives w.r.t. the density
with partial derivatives. Adapting Definition 3.1 in [6] to our more special setting here, we make
the following definition:
Definition 3.2. The mapping G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R is said to be (partially) differentiable with
respect to QL|ξ at Q(L,ξ), if G˜Q,ξ : L
2(Ω,F , Q)→ R is Fre´chet differentiable at L.
Remark 3.3. In fact, a direct translation of Definition 3.1 in [6] would lead to the formulation
that G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R is said to be partially differentiable w.r.t. QL|ξ at Q(L,ξ), if there is
some random variable (L′, ξ′) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;R) × L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd) with Q(L′,ξ′) = Q(L,ξ) such that
G˜Q,ξ′ : L
2(Ω,F , Q)→ R is Fre´chet differentiable at L′. However, as a consequence of Theorem 3.1
and Proposition 3.1 in [6], Corollary 3.1 (also in [6]) states that the both definitions coincide; for
more details we refer the interested readers to [6].
Let us suppose that G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R is differentiable w.r.t. QL|ξ at Q(L,ξ). Then, as
G˜Q,ξ : L
2(Ω,F , Q) → R is Fre´chet differentiable at L, due to the Riesz’ Representation Theorem
its derivative DG˜Q,ξ(L) ∈ L(L2(Ω,F , Q);R) can be identified with an element of L2(Ω,F , Q), also
denoted by DG˜Q,ξ(L), and Theorem 3.1 in [6] states that there exists a Q(L,ξ)-a.s. unique Borel
function g : R× Rd → R such that
DG˜Q,ξ(L) = g(L, ξ), Q-a.s.
Moreover, again due to Theorem 3.1 in [6], g depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through the law Q(L,ξ).
This motivates the notation
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), z, x
)
:= g(z, x), (z, x) ∈ R× Rd.
Note that, for L ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q), and L′ ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL(= LQ)) such that L′L ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q), we
have
G˜Q,ξ(L
′L) = G
(
Q(L′L,ξ)
)
= f
(
(L′LQ)ξ
)
= f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)
= G
(
(QL)(L′,ξ)
)
= G˜QL,ξ(L
′).
(3.14)
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To simplify our argument, let us consider L ∈ L∞(Ω,F , Q). Then (3.14) holds for all L′ ∈
L2(Ω,F , QL). Recall that we have supposed that G : P2,0(R×Rd)→ R is differentiable w.r.t. QL|ξ
at Q(L,ξ). Then, taking into account (3.14), we have for L
′ ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL) with |L′− 1|L2(QL) → 0,
G˜QL,ξ(L
′)− G˜QL,ξ(1) = G˜Q,ξ(L′L)− G˜Q,ξ(L)
=(DG˜Q,ξ)(L)(L
′L− L) + o(|L′L− L|L2(Q))
=EQ
[
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
(L′L− L)]+ o(|L′L− L|L2(Q))
=EQL
[
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
(L′ − 1)]+ o(|L′L− L|L2(Q)).
(3.15)
Here (∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
= (DG˜Q,ξ)(L) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q). Thus, observing that, for L bounded by
CL ∈ R+,
|L′L− L|2L2(Q) = EQ[L2|L′ − 1|2] ≤ CLEQL [|L′ − 1|2] = CL|L′ − 1|2L2(QL),
it follows from (3.15) that
G˜QL,ξ(L
′)− G˜QL,ξ(1) = EQL
[
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
(L′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L2(QL)),
as |L′ − 1|L2(QL) → 0. This proves that G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R is partially differentiable w.r.t.
(QL)L′|ξ at (QL)(L′,ξ) = (QL)(1,ξ), and
DG˜QL,ξ(1) = (∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
) ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL). (3.16)
Hence, QL-a.s.,
(∂µG)1
(
(QL)(1,ξ), (1, ξ)
)
= DG˜QL,ξ(1) = (∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
. (3.17)
Note that (QL)(1,ξ) = δ1 ⊗ (QL)ξ, where δ1 ∈ P2(R) is the Dirac measure with mass at 1. Indeed,
for all ϕ ∈ bB(R× Rd),
∫
R×Rd
ϕd(QL)(1,ξ) = E
QL [ϕ(1, ξ)] =
∫
Rd
ϕ(1, x)(QL)ξ(dx) =
∫
R×Rd
ϕd
(
δ1 ⊗ (QL)ξ
)
.
Consequently, the partial differentiability of G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R at Q(L,ξ) w.r.t. QL|ξ implies
that of G at (QL)(1,ξ) w.r.t. (QL)L′|ξ, and from (3.17),
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
= (∂µG)1
(
δ1 ⊗ (QL)ξ, (1, ξ)
)
, QL-a.s.
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This relation motivates us to introduce (with abusing notation) the function
(∂µG)1(γ, x) := (∂µG)1
(
δ1 ⊗ γ, (1, x)
)
, x ∈ Rd, γ(dx)-a.e., γ ∈ P(Rd). (3.18)
Obviously, (∂µG)1(γ, ·) : Rd → R is Borel measurable, and
(∂µG)1
(
Q(L,ξ), (L, ξ)
)
= (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)
, QL-a.s. (3.19)
We come now back to (3.13). Let now L ∈ LQ ∩L∞(Ω,F , Q) and L′ ∈ LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL). Then
FQL(L
′) = f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)
= G
(
(QL)(L′,ξ)
)
.
We assume that G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R is partial differentiable at (QL)(1,ξ) w.r.t. (QL)L′|ξ. Then,
for L′ ∈ LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL) with |L′ − 1|L2(QL) → 0, using (3.18), we see that
FQL(L
′)− FQL(1) = G
(
(QL)(L′,ξ)
)−G((QL)(1,ξ))
=EQL
[
(∂µG)1
(
(QL)(1,ξ), (1, ξ)
)
(L′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L2(QL))
=EQL
[{
(∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
) −EQL[(∂µG)1((QL)ξ, ξ)]}(L′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L2(QL)).
Hence, the restriction of FQL from LQL to LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL)(⊂ L2(Ω,F , QL)) is Fre´chet differ-
entiable (in L2(QL)-sense) at L0 = 1. Let us define
ΦQL(1) := (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)− EQL[(∂µG)1((QL)ξ, ξ)], QL-a.s.
As (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
) ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL), the random variable ΦQL(1) belongs to L20(Ω,F , QL). Similar
to the proof of Lemma 3.2 we obtain that ΦQL(1) is the unique element in L
2
0(Ω,F , QL) such that
FQL(L
′)− FQL(1) = EQL
[
ΦQL(1)(L
′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L2(QL)), (3.20)
for L′ ∈ LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL) with |L′ − 1|L2(QL) → 0.
Let us suppose now that FQL : LQL → R is differentiable at L0 = 1. Then from (3.10),
DFQL(1) = ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)
(∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , QL)), QL-a.s.,
is such that
FQL(L
′)− FQL(1) = EQL
[
DFQL(1)(L
′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L1(QL)),
for L′ ∈ LQL with |L′ − 1|L1(QL) → 0. Let us restrict to L′ ∈ LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL) with
|L′ − 1|L2(QL) → 0. Then, putting
α(L′) := FQL(L
′)− FQL(1)− EQL
[
DFQL(1)(L
′ − 1)]( = o(|L′ − 1|L1(QL))),
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we have
α(L′)
|L′ − 1|L2(QL)
≤ α(L
′)
|L′ − 1|L1(QL)
→ 0, as |L′ − 1|L1(QL) ≤ |L′ − 1|L2(QL) → 0.
Consequently,
FQL(L
′)− FQL(1) = EQL
[
DFQL(1)(L
′ − 1)]+ o(|L′ − 1|L2(QL)),
and from the uniqueness of ΦQL(1) ∈ L20(Ω,F , QL) with (3.20) we conclude that
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
)
= DFQL(1) = ΦQL(1) = (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, ξ
) −EQL[(∂µG)1((QL)ξ, ξ)], QL-a.s.
The following statement is now immediate.
Lemma 3.4. Let f : M(Rd) → R be given such that the function G : P2,0(R × Rd) → R defined
for all probability Q by G(Q(L,ξ)) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, (L, ξ) ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q)× L0(Ω,F , Q;Rd), is partially
differentiable w.r.t. (QL)L′|ξ at (QL)(1,ξ), and FQL : LQL → R introduced in (3.1) is differentiable
at L0 = 1. Then,
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, x
)− EQL[(∂µG)1((QL)ξ, ξ)], x ∈ Rd, (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s.
We finish this subsection with the following example.
Example 3.2. Given any g, h ∈ C1b (R) and ψ ∈ bB(R), we consider the function f˜ : LQ ×
L0(Ω,F , Q;R2)→ R defined as follows:
f˜(L, ξ) := g
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)])
, (L, ξ = (ξ1, ξ2)) ∈ LQ × L0(Ω,F , Q;R2).
Let us begin with noting that f˜(L, ξ) depends on (L, ξ) only through the law (QL)ξ. Indeed, let
(L′, ξ′ = (ξ′1, ξ
′
2)) ∈ LQ × L0(Ω,F , Q;R2) be such that (QL′)ξ′ = (QL)ξ, and let ρ ∈ B(R) be such
that EQL′ [ψ(ξ′1) | ξ′2] = ρ(ξ′2), QL′-a.s. Then, as for all ϕ ∈ bB(R),
EQL
[
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]ϕ(ξ2)
]
= EQL
[
ψ(ξ1)ϕ(ξ2)
]
=
∫
R2
ψ(x1)ϕ(x2)(QL)ξ(dx)
=
∫
R2
ψ(x1)ϕ(x2)(QL′)ξ′(dx) = E
QL′
[
EQL′ [ψ(ξ′1) | ξ′2]ϕ(ξ′2)
]
=EQL′
[
ρ(ξ′2)ϕ(ξ
′
2)
]
= EQL
[
ρ(ξ2)ϕ(ξ2)
]
,
it follows that EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2] = ρ(ξ2), QL-a.s., and
f˜(L′, ξ′) = g
(
EQL′
[
h
(
EQL′ [ψ(ξ′1) | ξ′2]
)])
= g
(
EQL′
[
h
(
ρ(ξ′2)
)])
= g
(
EQL
[
h
(
ρ(ξ2)
)])
= g
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)])
= f˜(L, ξ).
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This shows that f˜ : LQ × L0(Ω,F , Q;R2)→ R defines functions
FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
:= f˜(L, ξ), L ∈ LQ (for fixed ξ = L0(Ω,F , Q;R2)),
and
G(Q(L,ξ)) := f˜(L, ξ), (L, ξ = (ξ1, ξ2)) ∈ LQ × L0(Ω,F , Q;R2).
Let us now suppose that L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q). Then, for all L′ ∈ LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL) and for
ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q;R2),
G˜QL,ξ(L
′) : = G
(
(QL)(L′,ξ)
)
= f˜(L′L, ξ) = g
(
EL
′QL
[
h
(
EL
′QL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)])
= g
(
EQL
[
L′h
(EQL [L′ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
EQL [L′ | ξ2]
)])
,
and for the Fre´chet derivative in L2-sense at L′ = 1 of
L2(Ω,F , QL) ∋ L′ → G˜QL,ξ(L′) = g
(
EQL
[
L′h
(EQL [L′ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
EQL [L′ | ξ2]
)])
we have, for all η ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL),
DG˜QL,ξ(1)(η) = g
′
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)]) ·EQL{ηh(EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2])
+ h′
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
) · (EQL [ηψ(ξ1) | ξ2]− EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]EQL [η | ξ2])}
= EQL
[
g′
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)])
×
{
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)
+ h′
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)(
ψ(ξ1)− EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)}
η
]
,
i.e.,
DG˜QL,ξ(1) = g
′
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)])
×
{
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)
+ h′
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)(
ψ(ξ1)− EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)}
,
and, for x = (x1, x2) ∈ R2, (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s.,
(∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= g′
(
EQL
[
h
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2]
)]) · {h(EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2 = x2])
+ h′
(
EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2 = x2]
)(
ψ(x1)− EQL [ψ(ξ1) | ξ2 = x2]
)}
.
On the other hand, a direct computation also shows that FQL : LQL → R is differentiable, and due
to Lemma 3.4 we know that
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= (∂µG)1
(
(QL)ξ, x
)− EQL[(∂µG)1((QL)ξ, ξ)], x ∈ Rd, (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s.
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3.3 Relation between derivative w.r.t. the density and derivative over P2(R)
Let (Ω,F , Q) be the classical Wiener space: Ω = C0([0, T ]) (the space of the continuous functions
ω : [0, T ] → R with ω(0) = 0), Q the Wiener measure on (Ω,B(Ω)), F = B(Ω) ∨ NQ, and
B = (Bt)t∈[0,T ] the coordinate process, Bt(ω) = ω(t), ω ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ]. Remark that B = (Bt)t∈[0,T ]
is a Brownian motion under Q. Moreover, by F = FB ∨ NQ we denote the filtration generated by
B and completed by all Q-null sets.
Let d ≥ 1. We fix arbitrarily ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q;Rd). Then, for all L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), the
probability law (QL)ξ belongs to P2(Rd). Indeed,∫
Rd
|x|2(QL)ξ(dx) = EQ[L|ξ|2] ≤
(
EQ[L2]
) 1
2
(
EQ[|ξ|4]) 12 < +∞.
Let f : P2(Rd) → R be a continuously differentiable function, Λ ⊂ Rm a connected subset,
and Λ ∋ λ → Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) continuously L2(Q)-differentiable. We put Qλ = LλQ. The
question which raises is what one can say about the differentiability of Λ ∋ λ → f(Qλξ ) over Λ,
and what about the derivative ∂λf(Q
λ
ξ ). We will see that, although not supposing a priori the
differentiability of FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
w.r.t. the density L ∈ LQ, this differentiability w.r.t. the
density will be strongly related, but unlike that studied in Subsection 3.1, it will be the L2(Q)-
derivative of FQ : LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q)→ R.
The approach we have made in Subsection 3.1 for the differentiation of functions LQ ∋ L →
FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
in L1(Q)-sense can be translated in a direct way to the differentiation in L2(Q)-
sense of functions LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) ∋ L → FQ(L) = f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
. For this reason we present the
corresponding results without proofs:
Let ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q;Rd) (d ≥ 1), f : P2(Rd)→ R and FQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ∩L2(Ω,F , Q).
Definition 3.3. We say that the function FQ : LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) → R is L2(Q)-differentiable in
L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), if there exists some (DFQ)(L) ∈ L(L20(Ω,F , Q);R) such that
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = (DFQ)(L)(L′ − L) + o(|L′ − L|L2(Q)), (3.21)
for L′ ∈ LQ ∩L2(Ω,F , Q) with |L′ − L|L2(Q) → 0. Recall from the beginning of Subsection 3.1 that
L20(Ω,F , Q) is the subspace of all zero-mean random variables in L2(Ω,F , Q).
With similar arguments as those in Subsection 3.1 it can be shown that, if FQ is L
2(Q)-
differentiable, (DFQ)(L) ∈ L(L20(Ω,F , Q);R) is unique. Due to the Riesz Representation Theorem
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(DFQ)(L) ∈ L(L20(Ω,F , Q);R) can be identified with a unique DFQ(L) ∈ L20(Ω,F , Q). Moreover,
there is a Borel function g : Rd → R such that, Q-a.s., DFQ(L) = g(ξ), and g depends on (Q,L, ξ)
only through the laws (LQ)ξ and Qξ. In particular, when we use instead of Q the probability
QL := LQ and compute the derivative DFQL(1), we have, in analogy to Subsection 3.1, but under
the condition that L is bounded from above by a constant and bounded from below by a constant
strictly greater than zero,
DFQL(1) = DFQ(L)− EQL [DFQ(L)], QL-a.s. (∼ Q-a.s.),
DFQ(L) = DFQL(1)− EQ[DFQL(1)], Q-a.s.,
(3.22)
(Indeed, remark that, if 0 < c ≤ L ≤ C ∈ R+, then L2(Ω,F , QL) = L2(Ω,F , Q) and the L2-norms
of the both spaces are equivalent) and the Borel function g : Rd → R with DFQL(1) = g(ξ), Q-a.s.,
depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through (QL)ξ. This allows to use also here the notation
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ , x
)
:= g(x), x ∈ Rd. (3.23)
Lemma 3.5. Let ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q;Rd) and f : P(Rd)→ R be such that
FQ(L
′) = f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)
, L′ ∈ LQ,
is differentiable at L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q). Then the restriction FQ : LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) → R is
L2(Q)-differentiable in L, and the derivative and the L2(Q)-derivative of FQ at L coincide.
Proof. Let F : LQ → R be differentiable in L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q). From Remark 3.2 to Theorem
3.1 we have for the derivative DFQ(L) = ∂LF
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ , ξ
) ∈ L∞0 (Ω,F , Q). Consider L′ ∈ LQ ∩
L2(Ω,F , Q) with |L′ − L|L2(Q) → 0, then, as |L′ − L|L1(Q) ≤ |L′ − L|L2(Q) → 0,
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = EQ
[
(∂LF )
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ , ξ
)
(L′ − L)]+R(L′, L),
where R(L′, L) = o(|L′ − L|L1(Q)).
Note that
|R(L′, L)|
|L′ − L|L2(Q)
≤ |R(L
′, L)|
|L′ − L|L1(Q)
→ 0, as (|L′ − L|L1(Q) ≤)|L′ − L|L2(Q) → 0.
Hence,
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = EQ
[
(∂LF )
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ , ξ
)
(L′ − L)]+ o(|L′ − L|L2(Q)),
i.e., FQ : LQ∩L2(Ω,F , Q)→ R is L2(Q)-differentiable and has the derivative (∂LF )
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ, ξ
) ∈
L∞0 (Ω,F , Q) ⊂ L2(Ω,F , Q).
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In order to get a first idea about the answer to the question raised above concerning the differ-
entiability of Λ ∋ λ→ f(Qλξ )
(
= f
(
(LλQ)ξ
))
when f : P2(Rd)→ R is differentiable, let us consider
the following example.
Example 3.3. Let h ∈ C1(R) and ϕ ∈ C1b (R), and consider the function f(µ) := h
( ∫
R ϕdµ
)
, µ ∈
P2(R). Obviously, f : P2(R) → R is differentiable in P.L. Lions’ sense (See the recall in Section
2), and
∂µf(µ, x) = h
′
( ∫
R
ϕdµ
)
ϕ′(x), (µ, x) ∈ P2(R)× R.
Let ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q) and Λ ∋ λ→ Lλ ∈ LQ ∩L2(Ω,F , Q) be continuously L2(Q)-differentiable. We
have that f(Qλξ ) = h
(
EQ[Lλϕ(ξ)]
)
, and
∂λf(Q
λ
ξ ) = h
′
(
EQ
[
Lλϕ(ξ)
])
EQ
[
ϕ(ξ)∂λL
λ
]
= EQ
[
h′
( ∫
R
ϕdQλξ
)
ϕ(ξ)∂λL
λ
]
.
Since λ→ Lλ is L2(Q)-differentiable, EQ[∂λLλ] = ∂λEQ[Lλ] = 0. It follows that
∂λf(Q
λ
ξ ) = E
Q
[
h′
( ∫
R
ϕdQλξ
)(
ϕ(ξ) − ϕ(0))∂λLλ] = EQ[(∫ ξ
0
h′
( ∫
R
ϕdQλξ
)
ϕ′(y)dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
= EQ
[(∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Q
λ
ξ , y)dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
= EQ
λ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Q
λ
ξ , y)dy
)
∂λ[lnL
λ]
]
,
where we have used in the latter line that Qλ{Lλ = 0} = EQ[Lλ1{Lλ=0}] = 0.
On the other hand, using the notations introduced in Subsection 3.1 and recalling Example 3.1
with Lλ = L, λ ∈ Λ, we see that FQL(L′) = f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)
= h
(
EQL
[
L′ϕ(ξ)
])
is differentiable w.r.t.
the density at L′ = 1, and
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= h′
(∫
R
ϕd(QL)ξ
)(
ϕ(x)−
∫
R
ϕd(QL)ξ
)
= h′
(∫
R
ϕd(QL)ξ
)((
ϕ(x) − ϕ(0)) − ∫
R
(
ϕ− ϕ(0))d(QL)ξ)
=
∫ x
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, y
)
dy −EQL
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, y
)
dy
]
, x ∈ R.
(3.24)
Thus, differentiating (3.24) w.r.t. x ∈ R yields
∂x(∂1F )
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= ∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
, x ∈ R, (3.25)
i.e., compared with the derivative w.r.t. the density, the derivative w.r.t. the probability measure
can be regarded as a second order derivative. Also note that for x ∈ Rd (d ≥ 2) relation (3.25) can
be obtained by taking the gradient w.r.t. x in the first line of equation (3.24).
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In the following computations which we consider first the case of 1-dimensional random variables
ξ, and we will see that relation (3.25) holds true also in the general case. We begin our discussion
for the case of dimension d = 1 for a random variable ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q).
Let us make the following standard assumptions.
Assumption 1.
1) ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q);
2) Λ ∋ λ→ Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) continuously L2(Q)-differentiable;
3) f : P2(R)→ R is continuously differentiable, and there is some continuity modulus ρ : R+ →
R+ continuous, increasing, concave with ρ(0) = 0 such that
i) |f(µ)− f(µ′)| ≤ ρ(W1(µ, µ′)), µ, µ′ ∈ P2(R);
ii) |∂µf(µ, y)− ∂µf(µ′, y)| ≤ ρ
(
W1(µ, µ
′)
)
, µ, µ′ ∈ P2(R), y ∈ R.
Moreover, there is some constant C ∈ R+ such that
iii) |∂µf(µ, y)| ≤ C(1 +W1(µ, δ0) + |y|), µ ∈ P2(R), y ∈ R.
However, to simplify the computations, we will use instead of Assumption 1-3) the following:
Assumption 2. Let the Assumption 1-1) and 1-2) be satisfied. Moreover, let f : P2(R) → R be
continuously differentiable, such that for some constant C ∈ R+:
i) |f(µ)− f(µ′)| ≤ CW1(µ, µ′), µ, µ′ ∈ P2(R);
ii) |∂µf(µ, y)− ∂µf(µ′, y)| ≤ CW1(µ, µ′), µ, µ′ ∈ P2(R), y ∈ R;
iii) |∂µf(µ, y)| ≤ C, µ ∈ P2(R), y ∈ R.
We have the following result suggested by Example 3.3.
Theorem 3.2. Under Assumption 1, with the notation Qλ := LλQ, λ ∈ Λ, we have that the
function Λ ∋ λ→ f(Qλξ ) is differentiable, and
∂λf(Q
λ
ξ ) = E
Q
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Q
λ
ξ , y)dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
= EQ
λ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf(Q
λ
ξ , y)dy
)
∂λ[lnL
λ]
]
.
As a direct consequence we obtain
Theorem 3.3. Under Assumption 1, the function FQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) is
continuously L2(Q)-differentiable,
DFQ(L) =
∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy − EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy
]
, Q-a.s., L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q),
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and, for the derivative at L′ = 1 of the function L′ → FQL(L′) = f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)(
= f
(
(L′LQ)ξ
))
, L′ ∈
LQL ∩ L2(Ω,F , QL),
DFQL(1) =
∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, y
)
dy − EQL[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, y
)
dy
]
, QL-a.s., i.e.,
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
=
∫ x
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ , y
)
dy − EQL[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, y
)
dy
]
, (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s., x ∈ R.
Moreover, ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ , ·
)
: R→ R is continuously differentiable, and
∂x(∂1F )
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= ∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
, x ∈ R. (3.26)
Proof. (of Theorem 3.3). For simplicity of the argument we use Assumption 2. The generalisation
from Assumption 2 to Assumption 1 is a bit more technical, but uses only standard arguments.
Let us fix any L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q). Given any other L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) we put λ(s) :=
s, s ∈ [0, 1], and Ls(= Lλ(s)) := (1− s)L+ sL′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), s ∈ [0, 1], and we remark that
the mapping s→ (Ls, ∂sLs) =
(
L+ s(L′ − L), L′ − L) is L2(Q)-continuous. Then, as Assumption
2 is satisfied, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that
f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)− f((LQ)ξ) = ∫ 1
0
∂sf
(
(LsQ)ξ
)
ds
= EQ
[ ∫ 1
0
( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LsQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂sL
sds
]
= EQ
[ ∫ 1
0
( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LsQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
ds(L′ − L)
]
= EQ
[(∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
(L′ − L)
]
+RL,L′ ,
(3.27)
where
RL,L′ := E
Q
[(∫ 1
0
∫ ξ
0
[
∂µf
(
(LsQ)ξ, y
)− ∂µf((LQ)ξ, y)]dyds)(L′ − L)].
But from Assumption 2 we have
∣∣∂µf((LsQ)ξ, y)− ∂µf((LQ)ξ, y)∣∣ ≤ CW1((LsQ)ξ, (LQ)ξ) ≤ CEQ[|ξ||Ls − L|].
This latter estimate is an immediate consequence of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality. Indeed,
for all h ∈ Lip1(R) (the space of real Lipschitz continuous functions defined over R with Lipschitz
constant 1) with h(0) = 0 (Observe that this implies |h(x)| ≤ |x|, x ∈ R), we have
∫
R
hd(LsQ)ξ −
∫
R
hd(LQ)ξ = E
Q[h(ξ)(Ls − L)] ≤ EQ[|ξ||Ls − L|].
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Consequently,
|RL,L′ | ≤ EQ
[∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
∫ ξ
0
CEQ[|ξ||Ls − L|]dyds
∣∣∣|L′ − L|] ≤ C(EQ[|ξ||L′ − L|])2
≤ CEQ[|ξ|2]EQ[|L′ − L|2].
(3.28)
As EQ[L′ − L] = 0, (3.27) yields
FQ(L
′)− FQ(L) = f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)− f((LQ)ξ)
= EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ , y
)
dy
)
(L′ − L)
]
+RL,L′
= EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ , y
)
dy − EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy
])
(L′ − L)
]
+RL,L′ ,
(3.29)
for all L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q). Notice that∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy − EQ[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy
] ∈ L20(Ω,F , Q).
Thus, recalling (3.28) we conclude that
DFQ(L) =
∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy − EQ
[ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LQ)ξ, y
)
dy
]
, Q-a.s., L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q).
Now, as W1
(
(L′Q)ξ, (LQ)ξ
) ≤ EQ[|ξ||L′ − L|], it follows from above that
EQ
[|DFQ(L′)−DFQ(L)|2] ≤ C(EQ[|ξ|2])2EQ[|L′ − L|2], L, L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q).
Furthermore, from (3.22) and (3.23) the remaining parts of Theorem 3.3 follow now easily.
Let us prove Theorem 3.2 first for a special case. For simplicity we fix T = 1. We suppose:
Assumption 3. Let n ≥ 1, 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tn = 1, ∆i := (ti−1, ti], B(∆i) := Bti −Bti−1 .
i) ξ is a smooth Wiener functional of the form:
ξ = ϕ
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆n)
)
, ϕ ∈ C∞b (Rn);
ii) γλ is a smooth Wiener step process of the form:
γλt =
n∑
i=1
ϕλi
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆i−1)
)
I∆i(t),
where ϕi : Λ× Ri−1 → R is a bounded Borel function, such that:
iia) ϕλi : R
i−1 → R is of class C∞ and all derivatives of all order are bounded over Λ× Ri−1,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
iib) Λ ∋ λ→ γλ ∈ L2F([0, 1] × Ω, dsdQ) is continuously L2(dsdQ)-differentiable.
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For t ∈ [0, 1] and λ ∈ Λ we introduce the Dole´an-Dade exponential
Eλt := exp
{∫ t
0
γλs dBs −
1
2
∫ t
0
|γλs |2ds
}
,
and we note that Eλt ∈ LQ ∩ L∞,−(Q), where L∞,−(Q) := ∩1<p<+∞Lp(Q). Moreover, we use the
following notations: Qλt := Eλt Q and (Qλt )ξ = (Eλt Q)ξ ∈ P2(R).
Proposition 3.1. Under the Assumptions 2 and 3 the result stated in Theorem 3.2 holds true, i.e.,
Λ ∋ λ→ f((Qλt )ξ) is differentiable and
∂λf
(
(Qλt )ξ
)
= EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λ[Eλt ]
]
.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is heavily based on Girsanov transformation and Malliavin calculus.
Let us begin with some preliminaries. The interested reader is referred to, e.g., [5].
Recall that Ω = C0([0, 1]), and (Ω,F , Q) is the classical Wiener space with coordinate process
B = (Bt)t∈[0,1]. Over Ω we define a flow of Girsanov transformations as follows:
T λs ω = ω +
∫ s∧·
0
γλr (T
λ
r ω)dr, s ∈ [0, 1], ω ∈ Ω,
Aλsω = ω −
∫ s∧·
0
γλr (ω)dr, s ∈ [0, 1], ω ∈ Ω, λ ∈ Λ.
(3.30)
Remark that, thanks to our Assumption 3, T λs , A
λ
s , s ∈ [0, 1], are well defined (Indeed, ω → γλr (ω)
is bounded and Lipschitz w.r.t. the supremum norm on Ω, uniformly w.r.t. (r, λ)), T λs , A
λ
s : Ω→ Ω
are bijective, and standard arguments using the fact that γλ is adapted to the filtration generated
by B show that (T λs )
−1 = Aλs , s ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, for λ ∈ Λ and t ∈ [0, 1] arbitrarily fixed
we get from the Girsanov Theorem that, on one hand, Qλt := Eλt Q = Q ◦ [T λt ]−1, and on the
other hand, Bλ := B(Aλt ) is an (F, Q
λ
t )-Brownian motion. Furthermore, from (3.30) we have
Bλs = Bs(A
λ
t ) = Bs −
∫ s∧t
0
γλr dr, s ∈ [0, 1], and thus also
Bs = B
λ
s +
∫ s∧t
0
γλr (B·∧r)dr, s ∈ [0, 1],
where we can substitute in γλ that, due to (3.30), B = T λt (B
λ). So we can conclude that FB
λ
=
FB = F, and FBλ1 = FB1 = F (completed under Q). Here FB
λ
denotes the filtration generated by
Bλ and completed by all Q-null sets. This allows to consider Bλ as our canonical Brownian motion
on (Ω,F , Qλt ).
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For any random variable ϑ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Qλt )(= L0(Ω,F , Q)), we define
ϑ¯(ω) := ϑ(T λt ω), ω ∈ Ω, i.e., ϑ(ω) = ϑ¯(Aλt ω), ω ∈ Ω. (3.31)
Then, ϑ¯(Bλ) = ϑ(B) = ϑ. For λ′ ∈ Λ we put Eλ,λ′s := Eλ′s /Eλs , s ∈ [0, 1]. Remark that
Qλ
′
t = Eλ
′
t Q = Eλ,λ
′
t (Eλt Q) = Eλ,λ
′
t Q
λ
t .
Moreover, for all s ∈ [0, t],
Eλ,λ′s =
Eλ′s
Eλs
= exp
{∫ s
0
(γλ
′
r − γλr )dBr −
1
2
∫ s
0
(
(γλ
′
r )
2 − (γλr )2
)
dr
}
= exp
{∫ s
0
(γλ
′
r − γλr )dBλr −
1
2
∫ s
0
(γλ
′
r − γλr )2dr
}
= exp
{∫ s
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(Bλ)dBλr −
1
2
∫ s
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )2(Bλ)dr
}
,
(3.32)
where due to definition (3.31), γ¯λ
′
r = γ
λ′
r (T
λ
t ), λ
′ ∈ Λ. In order to characterise Eλ,λ′s defined in (3.32)
as a Girsanov density w.r.t. Qλt , we proceed similarly to (3.30) and introduce the transformation
T λ,λ
′
s : Ω→ Ω and its inverse Aλ,λ
′
s = (T
λ,λ′
s )−1 : Ω→ Ω as follows:
T λ,λ
′
s ω = ω +
∫ s∧·
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(T λ,λ
′
r ω)dr, s ∈ [0, t], ω ∈ Ω,
Aλ,λ
′
s ω = ω −
∫ s∧·
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(ω)dr, s ∈ [0, t], ω ∈ Ω.
(3.33)
We remark that, putting
E¯λ,λ′s := Eλ,λ
′
s (T
λ
t ) = exp
{∫ s
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(B)dBr −
1
2
∫ s
0
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )2(B)dr
}
, 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1,
as a consequence of the Girsanov Theorem we also have Q ◦ [T λ,λ′s ]−1 = E¯λ,λ
′
s Q. Furthermore,
recalling that Qλt = Eλt Q = Q ◦ [T λt ]−1, and (3.31), we see that, for all Φ ∈ bB(Ω) and s ∈ [0, t],
EQ
λ
t [Eλ,λ′s Φ] = EQ[(Eλ,λ
′
s Φ)(T
λ
t )] = E
Q[E¯λ,λ′s Φ¯] = EQ[Φ¯(T λ,λ
′
s )]
= EQ[Eλt Φ¯(T λ,λ
′
s A
λ
t )] = E
Qλt [Φ¯(T λ,λ
′
s A
λ
t )] = E
Qλt [Φ(T λt T
λ,λ′
s A
λ
t )].
This shows that
Qλt ◦ [T λt T λ,λ
′
s A
λ
t ]
−1 = Eλ,λ′s Qλt , 0 ≤ s ≤ t. (3.34)
This formula (3.34) is very crucial in our approach, because it allows to translate the derivative
w.r.t. the probability density Eλ′t to that w.r.t. a probability law.
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Let us begin with observing that, for all ϑ ∈ L0(Ω,F , Q), 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1,
(Eλ,λ′s Qλt )ϑ = (Qλt )ϑ¯(Tλ,λ′s (Bλ)), (3.35)
and for s = t,
(Qλ
′
t )ϑ = (Eλ
′
t Q)ϑ = (Eλ,λ
′
t Q
λ
t )ϑ = (Q
λ
t )ϑ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
t (B
λ)
). (3.36)
Indeed, from (3.34) we get that, for all ϕ ∈ bB(R), and for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1,
EQ
λ
t
[
ϕ
(
ϑ¯(T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ))
)]
= EQ
λ
t
[
ϕ
(
ϑ(T λt T
λ,λ′
s A
λ
t )
)]
= EQ
λ
t [Eλ,λ′s ϕ(ϑ)].
Thus, if s = t, we have (Qλ
′
t )ϑ = (Eλ
′
t Q)ϑ = (Eλ,λ
′
t Q
λ
t )ϑ = (Q
λ
t )ϑ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
t (B
λ)
). Formula (3.36) proves
the following statement:
Proposition 3.2. With the above notations, given any function f : P2(R)→ R, we have
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = f((Eλ,λ′t Qλt )ξ)− f((Qλt )ξ)
= f
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
t (B
λ)
))− f((Qλt )ξ¯(Bλ)), λ′ ∈ Λ. (3.37)
The importance of this proposition stems from the fact that it allows to translate the deriva-
tive w.r.t. the density of λ′ → f((Eλ′t Q)ξ) at λ′ = λ to a derivative w.r.t. the law of λ′ →
f
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
t (B
λ)
)).
Before we can give the proof of Proposition 3.1, we still have to make some preparation beginning
with the recall of the notion of Malliavin derivative. We restrict here to the strict necessary, and
so we will work with the Malliavin derivative namely on the space of smooth Wiener functionals.
We define the space S of smooth Wiener functionals by
S :={ϕ(B(∆1), ..., B(∆n)), n ≥ 1 ∣∣ 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tn = 1,
∆i = (ti−1, ti], B(∆i) = Bti −Bti−1 , ϕ ∈ C∞b (Rn)
}
,
which is a dense subset of L2(Ω,F , Q). For ξ ∈ S, the Malliavin derivative D = (Ds)s∈[0,1] is
defined as follows:
Dsξ =
n∑
i=1
(∂xiϕ)
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆n)
)
I∆i(s), s ∈ [0, 1].
For ξ ∈ S, Dξ = (Dsξ)s∈[0,1] ∈ L2(dsdQ)(:= L2([0, 1] × Ω, dsdQ)).
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Remark 3.4. D : S → L2(dsdQ) is a closable map, i.e., for all F ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) it holds that, if
there exists a sequence (Fj)j≥1 ⊂ S, such that
i) Fj → F in L2(Q), as j → +∞, and
ii) (DFj)j≥1 is a Cauchy sequence in L
2(dsdQ),
then the L2(dsdQ)-limit of (DFj)j≥1 depends on F but not on the special choice of (Fj)j≥1.
Consequently, for F ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) for which there exists such a Cauchy sequence (Fj)j≥1 ⊂ S
satisfying i) and ii) (We write: F ∈ D1,2(Q)) one can define DF := L2(dsdQ)- lim
j→∞
DFj . This
extends D from S to D1,2(Q). We remark that D1,2(Q) $ L2(Ω,F , Q).
Lemma 3.6. Under Assumption 3 we have that the mapping s → ξ¯(T λ′,λs (Bλ)) is continuous on
[0, 1] and differentiable in all s ∈ (ti−1, ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
∂s
[
ξ¯
(
T λ
′,λ
s (B
λ)
)]
= (Dsξ¯)
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
) · (γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)).
Proof. (of Lemma 3.6). Recall that, due to Assumption 3, for some ψ ∈ C∞b (Rn), ξ = ψ
(
B(∆1), . . . ,
B(∆n)
)
. On the other hand, from (3.30) we see that
B(T λs )(∆i) = B(∆i) +
∫
[0,s]∩∆i
ϕλi
(
B(T λr )(∆1), . . . , B(T
λ
r )(∆i−1)
)
dr, s ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
from where we get that, for some Φ ∈ C∞ℓ,b(Rn;Rn) (the space of smooth functions from Rn to Rn
with at most linear growth and bounded derivatives of all order greater or equal to the first one),
(
B(T λt )(∆1), . . . , B(T
λ
t )(∆n)
)
= Φ
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆n)
)
.
Thus,
ξ¯ = ξ(T λt ) = ψ
(
B(T λt )(∆1), . . . , B(T
λ
t )(∆n)
)
= ψ̂
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆n)
) ∈ S, (3.38)
for ψ̂ = ψ ◦Φ ∈ C∞b (Rn). Now, with a similar argument, we deduce from (3.33)
ξ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
)
= ξ¯(T λ,λ
′
s ◦Aλt )
= ψ̂
(
B(T λ,λ
′
s )(∆1), . . . , B(T
λ,λ′
s )(∆n)
) ◦ Aλt
= ψ̂
(
B(∆1) +
∫
[0,s]∩∆1
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(T λ
′,λ
r )dr, . . . , B(∆n) +
∫
[0,s]∩∆n
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(T λ
′,λ
r )dr
)
◦ Aλt .
We observe that the latter expression is differentiable w.r.t. s ∈ (ti−1, ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and that,
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using the definition of the Malliavin derivative for smooth Wiener functionals we get
∂s
[
ξ¯
(
T λ
′,λ
s (B
λ)
)]
=
{ n∑
i=1
(∂xiψ̂)
(
B(∆1) +
∫
[0,s]∩∆1
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(T λ
′,λ
r )dr, . . . ,
B(∆n) +
∫
[0,s]∩∆n
(γ¯λ
′
r − γ¯λr )(T λ
′,λ
r )dr
)
· (γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ
′
s )I∆i(s)
}
◦Aλt
=
{
(Dsξ¯)(T
λ,λ′
s ) · (γ¯λ
′
s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ
′
s )
} ◦ Aλt
= (Dsξ¯)
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
) · (γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)).
Let us come now to the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof. (of Proposition 3.1). Let f : P2(R)→ R satisfy Assumption 2. Then, applying Proposition
3.2, we get
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = f((Qλt )ξ¯(Tλ,λ′t (Bλ)))− f((Qλt )ξ¯(Bλ)) =
∫ t
0
∂s
[
f
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
))]ds
=
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))∂s[ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))]]ds.
(3.39)
Indeed, the latter equality follows from the fact that the function f lifted to L2(Ω,F , Qλt ), f˜ :
L2(Ω,F , Qλt ) → R is Fre´chet differentiable. This Fre´chet differentiability is a consequence of the
definition of the differentiability of f : P2(R) → R combined with Lemma 4.1 in the Appendix.
Thus,
f
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
t (B
λ)
))− f((Qλt )ξ¯(Bλ)) = f˜(ξ¯(T λ,λ′t (Bλ)))− f˜(ξ¯(Bλ)),
and as s → ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)) is differentiable w.r.t. s ∈ (ti−1, ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with ∂s[ξ¯(T λ′,λs (Bλ))]
= (Dsξ¯)
(
T λ,λ
′
s (Bλ)
) · (γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)) (Recall Lemma 3.6) and ξ¯ ∈ S, s → ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)) is
also L2(Qλt )-differentiable. Hence, s→ f˜
(
ξ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (Bλ)
)) ∈ L2(Qλt ) is differentiable, and
∂sf˜
(
ξ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
))
= Df˜
(
ξ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
))(
∂s
[
ξ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
)])
= EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))∂s[ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))]].
Hence, combining the above relations we obtain (3.39). Moreover, using Lemma 3.6 we see that
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f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ)
=
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))∂s[ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))]]ds
=
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))(Dsξ¯)(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))(γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))]ds.
We recall that Q ◦ [T λ,λ′s ]−1 = E¯λ,λ
′
s Q, and we observe that, for all ϑ ∈ L0+(Ω,F , Q),
EQ
λ
t
[
ϑ¯
(
T λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)
)]
= EQ
λ
t
[
ϑ¯(T λ,λ
′
s ◦Aλt )
]
= EQ
[
ϑ¯(T λ,λ
′
s )
]
= EQ[E¯λ,λ′s ϑ¯].
Then we get from the above relation
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ)
=
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))(Dsξ¯)(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))(γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )(T λ,λ′s (Bλ))]ds
=
∫ t
0
EQ
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯)Ds[ξ¯](γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs ) · E¯λ,λ′s ]ds
= Iλ,λ′ +Rλ,λ′ ,
where we have put Iλ,λ′ = E
Q
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ¯
)
Ds[ξ¯](γ¯
λ′
s − γ¯λs )E¯λ,λ
′
s ds
]
, and
Rλ,λ′ = E
Q
[ ∫ t
0
{
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯)− (∂µf)((Qλt )ξ, ξ¯)}Ds[ξ¯](γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )E¯λ,λ′s ds].
Computation for Iλ,λ′ . Let D
λ denote the Malliavin derivative w.r.t. the Qλt -Brownian motion B
λ
instead of B; it has the same definition as the Malliavin derivative D, only that the Brownian
motion B under Q is replaced by the Brownian motion Bλ under Qλt . Recall from (3.38) that
for our ξ = ψ
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆n)
) ∈ S (ψ ∈ C∞b (Rn)) there is some ψ̂ ∈ C∞b (Rn) such that
ξ¯ := ξ(T λt ) = ψ̂
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆n)
)
, and thus,
Dλs ξ = D
λ
s [ξ¯(B
λ)] = Dλs
[
ψ̂
(
Bλ(∆1), . . . , B
λ(∆n)
)]
=
n∑
i=1
(∂xiψ̂)
(
Bλ(∆1), . . . , B
λ(∆n)
)
I∆i(s) = (Dsξ¯)(B
λ), s ∈ [0, 1].
(3.40)
Then, using this relation after having applied Girsanov transformation we obtain
Iλ,λ′ = E
Q
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ¯
)
Ds[ξ¯](γ¯
λ′
s − γ¯λs )E¯λ,λ
′
s ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ¯(B
λ)
)
Ds[ξ¯](B
λ)(γ¯λ
′
s − γ¯λs )(Bλ)E¯λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ](γ
λ′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s ds
]
.
(3.41)
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(Recall that E¯λ,λ′s (Bλ) = Eλ,λ
′
s ). Now, observing that
Dλs
{∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
= (∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ], s ∈ [0, 1],
and using the duality between the Malliavin derivative Dλ and the Itoˆ integral w.r.t. the Qλt -
Brownian motion Bλ, it follows that
Iλ,λ′ = E
Qλt
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ](γ
λ′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
Dλs
{∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[{ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
]
.
Then, from (3.32) and another Girsanov transformation it follows that
Iλ,λ′ = E
Qλt
[{ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
]
= EQ
λ
t
[{ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
(Eλ,λ′t − 1)
]
= EQ
[{ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
(Eλ′t − Eλt )
]
.
Here we need the continuous L1(Q)-differentiability of Λ ∋ λ→ Eλt ; its proof will be given later in
Lemma 3.7. Thanks to this L1(Q)-differentiability it holds that
∣∣Eλ′t − Eλt − (λ′ − λ)∂λEλt ∣∣L1(Q) = o(|λ′ − λ|), λ′ → λ.
This allows to deduce that
Iλ,λ′ = (λ
′ − λ)EQ
[{ ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
∂λEλt
]
+ o(|λ′ − λ|).
Now we turn to the estimate for Rλ,λ′ .
Estimate of Rλ,λ′ . Let h ∈ Lip1(R) with h(0) = 0. Then, by iterating a Girsanov transformation
argument (in particular (3.34)) and using that ξ ∈ S is bounded, we get
∣∣∣ ∫
R
hd(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
) − ∫
R
hd(Qλt )ξ
∣∣∣ = ∣∣EQλt [h(ξ¯(T λ,λ′s (Bλ)))]− EQλt [h(ξ)]∣∣
=
∣∣EQλt [Eλ,λ′s h(ξ)]− EQλt [h(ξ)]∣∣ = ∣∣EQ[Eλt (Eλ,λ′s − 1)h(ξ)]∣∣
≤ |ξ|L∞EQ
[Eλt ∣∣Eλ,λ′s − 1∣∣] = |ξ|L∞EQ[∣∣Eλ′s − Eλs ∣∣].
(3.42)
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Again from the L1(Q)-differentiability of λ′ → Eλ′t we have that, for δ1 > 0 small enough,
1
|λ′ − λ|
∣∣Eλ′t − Eλt − (λ′ − λ)∂λEλt ∣∣L1(Q) ≤ 1, for all λ′ ∈ Λ with 0 < |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ1,
and thus,
∣∣Eλ′t −Eλt ∣∣L1(Q) ≤ (1+ |∂λEλt |L1(Q))|λ′−λ|, for all λ′ ∈ Λ with |λ′−λ| ≤ δ1. Consequently,
from (3.42),
∣∣∣ ∫
R
hd(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
) − ∫
R
hd(Qλt )ξ
∣∣∣ ≤ |ξ|L∞EQ[∣∣Eλ′t − Eλt ∣∣] ≤ C|λ′ − λ|. (3.43)
Furthermore, with the help of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein Theorem we conclude that for all λ′ ∈ Λ
with |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ1,
W1
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), (Qλt )ξ) ≤ C|λ′ − λ|.
Then, as with ξ also ξ¯ is in S, Girsanov transformation arguments and Ho¨lder inequality yield
|Rλ,λ′ | =
∣∣∣EQ[ ∫ t
0
{
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), ξ¯)− (∂µf)((Qλt )ξ, ξ¯)}Ds[ξ¯](γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs )E¯λ,λ′s ds]∣∣∣
≤ CEQ
[ ∫ t
0
W1
(
(Qλt )ξ¯
(
T
λ,λ′
s (Bλ)
), (Qλt )ξ)∣∣γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs ∣∣E¯λ,λ′s ds]
≤ C|λ′ − λ|EQ
[ ∫ t
0
∣∣γ¯λ′s − γ¯λs ∣∣E¯λ,λ′s ds] ≤ C|λ′ − λ|EQλt [
∫ t
0
∣∣γλ′s − γλs ∣∣Eλ,λ′s ds]
= C|λ′ − λ|EQ
[ ∫ t
0
∣∣γλ′s − γλs ∣∣Eλ,λ′s Eλt ds] ≤ C|λ′ − λ|(EQ[
∫ t
0
∣∣γλ′s − γλs ∣∣2ds]) 12 .
But as λ′ → γλ′ ∈ L2(dsdQ) is differentiable at λ,
|Rλ,λ′ | ≤ C|λ′ − λ| · |γλ′ − γλ|L2(dsdQ) ≤ C|λ′ − λ|2 = o(|λ′ − λ|), λ′ → λ. (3.44)
Consequently,
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = Iλ,λ′ +Rλ,λ′
=(λ′ − λ)EQ
[{∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
}
∂λEλt
]
+ o(|λ′ − λ|), for λ′ ∈ Λ, |λ′ − λ| → 0.
This proves that the mapping Λ ∋ λ→ f((Qλt )ξ) is differentiable, and
∂λf
(
(Qλt )ξ
)
= EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λ[Eλt ]
]
= EQ
λ
t
[( ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , y
)
dy
)
∂λ[ln Eλt ]
]
, λ ∈ Λ.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 will be completed by the following statement which we have used.
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Lemma 3.7. Under Assumption 3 the mapping Λ ∋ λ→ Eλt is continuously L1(Q)-differentiable.
Proof. From the definition of Eλ′t as Girsanov density we have
ln(Eλ′t ) =
∫ t
0
γλ
′
s dBs −
1
2
∫ t
0
|γλ′s |2ds, λ′ ∈ Λ.
From Assumption 3 we recall that |γλ′s | ≤ C, s ∈ [0, 1], λ′ ∈ Λ, and λ′ → γλ
′
is continuously
L2(dsdQ)-differentiable. Therefore,
ln(Eλ′t )− ln(Eλt )
λ′ − λ →
∫ t
0
∂λγ
λ
s dBs −
∫ t
0
γλs · ∂λγλs ds, in L2(Q), λ′ → λ,
and, hence, also in probability Q. Thus, in probability Q,
lim
λ′→λ
Eλ′t − Eλt
λ′ − λ = E
λ
t · lim
λ′→λ
ln(Eλ′t )− ln(Eλt )
λ′ − λ = E
λ
t
{∫ t
0
∂λγ
λ
s dBs −
∫ t
0
γλs · ∂λγλs ds
}
,
and in order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that
{∣∣∣Eλ′t −Eλtλ′−λ ∣∣∣, λ′ ∈ Λ, |λ′−λ| ≤ δ1}, for some
δ1 > 0, is uniformly integrable. For this it is sufficient to check that
{∣∣∣Eλ′t −Eλtλ′−λ ∣∣∣, λ′ ∈ Λ, |λ′−λ| ≤ δ1}
is bounded in Lp(Q), for some 1 < p < 2. Indeed, choosing arbitrarily 1 < p < p′ < 2, we have
(
EQ
[∣∣∣Eλ′t − Eλt
λ′ − λ
∣∣∣p]) 1p = (EQλt [∣∣∣Eλ,λ′t − 1
λ′ − λ
∣∣∣p(Eλt )p 1Eλt
]) 1
p
≤ Cp,p′
(
EQ
λ
t
[∣∣∣Eλ,λ′t − 1
λ′ − λ
∣∣∣p′]) 1p′ .
Here we have used that γλ
′
is bounded, uniformly w.r.t. λ′ ∈ Λ. Moreover, as Eλ,λ′t = 1+
∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s −
γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s , standard estimates give that, for some δ1 > 0,
(
EQ
[∣∣∣Eλ′t − Eλt
λ′ − λ
∣∣∣p]) 1p ≤ Cp,p′(EQλt [∣∣∣Eλ,λ
′
t − 1
λ′ − λ
∣∣∣p′]) 1p′ = Cp,p′|λ′ − λ|
(
EQ
λ
t
[∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
∣∣∣p′]) 1p′
≤ Cp,p′|λ′ − λ|
(
EQ
λ
t
[( ∫ t
0
(|γλ′s − γλs |Eλ,λ′s )2ds) p
′
2
]) 1
p′
≤ Cp,p′|λ′ − λ|
(
EQ
[( ∫ t
0
|γλ′s − γλs |2ds
) p′
2
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Eλ,λ′s )p
′Eλt
]) 1
p′ ≤ Cp,p′|λ′ − λ|
(
EQ
[ ∫ t
0
|γλ′s − γλs |2ds
]) 1
2
=
Cp,p′
|λ′ − λ| |γ
λ′ − γλ|L2(dsdQ) ≤ Cp,p′, for all λ′ ∈ Λ with |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ1.
The latter estimate follows from the L2(dsdQ)-differentiability of λ′ → γλ′ . The boundness of{∣∣∣Eλ′t −Eλtλ′−λ ∣∣∣, λ′ ∈ Λ, |λ′ − λ| ≤ δ1} in Lp(Q) (1 < p < 2) has been deduced and the proof ends.
From Proposition 3.1 we get an immediate consequence as follows.
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Corollary 3.1. Under the Assumptions 2 and 3, for λ, λ′ ∈ Λ such that [λ, λ′] = {λ(s) = sλ′ +
(1− s)λ, s ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ Λ,
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ)( =
∫ 1
0
∂s
[
f
(
(Eλ(s)t Q)ξ
)]
ds
)
= (λ′ − λ)
∫ 1
0
EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Q
λ(s)
t )ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λEλ(s)t
]
ds.
In addition to Proposition 3.1 the proof of the main statement of this subsection, Theorem 3.2,
also needs the following approximation result.
Proposition 3.3. Let Λ ∋ λ → Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) be a continuously L2(Q)-differentiable
mapping. Then there exists a sequence of bounded smooth Wiener step processes γλ,n, n ≥ 1,
γλ,nt =
Nn∑
i=1
ϕλ,ni
(
B(∆n1 ), ..., B(∆
n
i−1)
)
I∆n
i
(t), t ∈ [0, 1], (3.45)
with 0 = tn0 < t
n
1 < ... < t
n
Nn
= 1, ∆ni = (t
n
i−1, t
n
i ], such that
i) ϕ·,ni : Λ× Ri−1 → R is a bounded Borel function,
ii) ϕλ,ni : R
i−1 → R is of class C∞ and the derivatives of all order are bounded over Λ×Ri−1,
1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iii) Λ ∋ λ→ γλ,n ∈ L2F([0, 1]×Ω, dsdQ) is continuously L2(dsdQ)-differentiable on Λ, such that,
for Eλ,nt := exp
{∫ t
0
γλ,ns dBs −
1
2
∫ t
0
|γλ,ns |2ds
}
, t ∈ [0, 1], λ ∈ Λ, we have
a) (Eλ,n1 , ∂λEλ,n1 )
L2(Q)−−−−→
n→∞
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ), for all λ ∈ Λ,
b) for all λ, λ′ ∈ Λ with [λ, λ′] ⊂ Λ, λ(s) := sλ′ + (1− s)λ, s ∈ [0, 1],
(Eλ(·),n1 , ∂λEλ(·),n1 )
L2(dsdQ)−−−−−−→
n→∞
(Lλ(·), ∂λL
λ(·)).
For a better readability of the work, its proof is postponed to the Appendix. Let us now apply
this proposition, in order to give the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof. (of Theorem 3.2). Let the mapping Λ ∋ λ → Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) be continuously
L2(Q)-differentiable, and ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q). Then, due to Proposition 3.3, there exists a sequence of
smooth Wiener step processes γλ,n, n ≥ 1, of the form (3.45), such that
i) Λ ∋ λ→ γλ,n ∈ L2F([0, 1] ×Ω, dsdQ) is continuously L2(dsdQ)-differentiable on Λ;
ii) For the Dole´an-Dade exponential Eλ,n1 := exp
{∫ 1
0
γλ,ns dBs−
1
2
∫ 1
0
|γλ,ns |2ds
}
, λ ∈ Λ, n ≥ 1, we
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have
a) For all λ ∈ Λ, (Eλ,n1 , ∂λEλ,n1 )
L2(Q)−−−−→
n→∞
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ);
b) For all λ, λ′ ∈ Λ with [λ, λ′] ⊂ Λ, and λ(s) = sλ′ + (1− s)λ, s ∈ [0, 1],(Eλ(·),n1 , ∂λEλ(·),n1 ) L2(dsdQ)−−−−−−→n→∞ (Lλ(·), ∂λLλ(·)).
Moreover, by now standard arguments we have the existence of a sequence of smooth Wiener
functionals {ξn}n≥1 such that ξn → ξ, in L4(Q), n→∞. From Corollary 3.1 we have
f
(
(Eλ′,nQ)ξn
)− f((Eλ,nQ)ξn)
= (λ′ − λ)
∫ 1
0
EQ
[( ∫ ξn
0
∂µf
(
(Eλ(s),nQ)ξn , y
)
dy
)
∂λEλ(s),n
]
ds, n ≥ 1.
(3.46)
Let us show that taking the limit in this equality, as n→∞, yields the result stated in the theorem.
1) Let us begin our discussion with the term of the left-hand side of (3.46). For this we note that,
for all h ∈ Lip1(R) with h(0) = 0,∣∣∣ ∫
R
hd(Eλ,n1 Q)ξn −
∫
R
hd(LλQ)ξ
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣EQ[Eλ,n1 h(ξn)]− EQ[Lλh(ξ)]∣∣∣
≤ EQ[∣∣ξn∣∣ · ∣∣Eλ,n1 − Lλ∣∣]+ EQ[Lλ · ∣∣ξn − ξ∣∣]
≤ ∣∣ξn∣∣
L2(Q)
∣∣Eλ,n1 − Lλ∣∣L2(Q) + ∣∣Lλ∣∣L2(Q)∣∣ξn − ξ∣∣L2(Q) =: an(λ).
Consequently, due to the Kanorovich-Rubinstein Theorem,
W1
(
(Eλ,nQ)ξn , (LλQ)ξ
) ≤ an(λ),
and as, due to Assumption 2,
∣∣f((Eλ,nQ)ξn) − f((LλQ)ξ)∣∣ ≤ CW1((Eλ,nQ)ξn , (LλQ)ξ), it follows
that, for all λ ∈ Λ, ∣∣f((Eλ,nQ)ξn) − f((LλQ)ξ)∣∣ ≤ Can(λ) → 0, as n → ∞. Consequently, for all
λ, λ′ ∈ Λ,
f
(
(Eλ′,nQ)ξn
)− f((Eλ,nQ)ξn) −−−→
n→∞
f
(
(Lλ
′
Q)ξ
)− f((LλQ)ξ).
2) Let us now show the convergence for the right-hand side of (3.46). For this we put ϑn(s) :=∫ ξn
0
∂µf
(
(Eλ(s),nQ)ξn , y
)
dy and ϑ(s) :=
∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Lλ(s)Q)ξ, y
)
dy, s ∈ [0, 1], and from Assumption 2
we obtain
∣∣ϑn(s)− ϑ(s)∣∣ ≤ C|ξ − ξn|+ C ∫ |ξ|
0
W1
(
(Eλ(s),nQ)ξn , (Lλ(s)Q)ξ
)
dy
≤ C|ξ − ξn|+ C|ξ|an
(
λ(s)
)
,
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and, hence,
∫ 1
0
EQ
[∣∣ϑn(s)− ϑ(s)∣∣2]ds ≤ CEQ[|ξ − ξn|2] + CEQ[|ξ|2]∫ 1
0
(
an
(
λ(s)
))2
ds −−−→
n→∞
0.
Consequently, for the right-hand side of (3.46) we get
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
EQ
[
ϑn(s)∂λEλ(s),n
]
ds −
∫ 1
0
EQ
[
ϑ(s)∂λL
λ(s)
]
ds
∣∣∣
≤
(∫ 1
0
EQ
[∣∣ϑn(s)− ϑ(s)∣∣2]ds) 12( ∫ 1
0
EQ
[∣∣∂λEλ(s),n∣∣2]ds) 12
+
(∫ 1
0
EQ
[∣∣∂λEλ(s),n − ∂λLλ(s)∣∣2]ds) 12(∫ 1
0
EQ
[∣∣ϑ(s)∣∣2]ds) 12 → 0, n→∞.
Combined with our result from 1) this yields
f
(
(Lλ
′
Q)ξ
)− f((LλQ)ξ) = (λ′ − λ)∫ 1
0
EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Lλ(s)Q)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ(s)
]
ds. (3.47)
Finally, observe that, as
EQ
[∣∣∣ ∫ ξ
0
(
∂µf
(
(Lλ(s)Q)ξ, y
)− ∂µf((LλQ)ξ, y))dy∣∣∣]
≤ CEQ[|ξ| ·W1((Lλ(s)Q)ξ, (LλQ)ξ)]
≤ CEQ[|ξ|]EQ[|ξ||Lλ(s) − Lλ|],
we deduce from (3.47) with the help of the L2(Q)-continuity of the mapping λ→ (Lλ, ∂λLλ) that
f
(
(Lλ
′
Q)ξ
)− f((LλQ)ξ)
= (λ′ − λ)
∫ 1
0
EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Lλ(s)Q)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ(s)
]
ds
= (λ′ − λ)EQ
[(∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LλQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
+ R˜λ,λ′(λ
′ − λ),
(3.48)
where
R˜λ,λ′ =
∫ 1
0
EQ
[(∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(Lλ(s)Q)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ(s)
]
ds − EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LλQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
.
Standard arguments show that R˜λ,λ′ → 0, as λ′ → λ. This proves that λ→ f
(
(LλQ)ξ
)
is continu-
ously differentiable, and
∂λf
(
(LλQ)ξ
)
= EQ
[( ∫ ξ
0
∂µf
(
(LλQ)ξ, y
)
dy
)
∂λL
λ
]
. (3.49)
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After having studied the case of 1-dimensional random variables ξ, let us discuss now briefly the
multi-dimensional case. Our objective is to show that under suitable assumptions we have also for
multi-dimensional ξ the relation (3.26) stated in Theorem 3.3 for 1-dimensional ξ.
However, while ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q;Rd) can be now d-dimensional, d ≥ 1, we continue to suppose for
simplicity that the coordinate process B in the classical Wiener space (Ω,F , Q) is 1-dimensional.
Our results can be extended in an obvious way to the case of a multi-dimensional coordinate process
B. Let us use the notations which have been introduced in this subsection. But, since we will have
to consider perturbations of ξ, we emphasise the dependence of FQL(L
′) = f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)
on ξ by
writing
F ξQL(L
′) = f
(
(L′QL)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ, L′ ∈ LQL and ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , QL;Rd).
Working first with Assumption 2 and assumptions of the same type as those in Assumption 3,
the fact that the Brownian motion B is 1-dimensional, allows to use also for our d-dimensional
ξ (d ≥ 1) all the computations made before in the proof of Proposition 3.1 until equation (3.41)
including. Assume that Λ is a bounded subinterval of R and let us make the following specification
for our Assumption 3’: We let
i) ξ be a d-dimensional smooth Wiener functional:
ξ = ϕ
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆n)
)
, ϕ ∈ C∞b (Rn;Rd).
For the notations we refer to Assumption 3; also here we put for simplicity T = 1.
ii) Let L ∈ LQ be a smooth Wiener functional (of the above form, for another ϕ ∈ C∞b (Rn)) such
that, for some 0 < c < C < +∞, it holds c ≤ L ≤ C.
Putting
γs :=
EQ[DsL | Fs]
EQ[L | Fs] , s ∈ [0, 1],
we get a process which is smooth in the sense of the Malliavin derivative D = (Ds)s∈[0,1], and this
process as well as its Malliavin derivatives of any order are bounded over [0, 1]×Ω. Moreover, due
to the Clark-Ocone formula, Ls := E
Q[L | Fs] has the form
Ls = exp
{∫ s
0
γrdBr − 1
2
∫ s
0
|γr|2dr
}
, s ∈ [0, 1].
iii) Let θ be a smooth Wiener process of the form
θs =
n∑
i=1
ϕi
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆i−1)
)
I∆i(s), s ∈ [0, 1], ϕi ∈ C∞b (Ri−1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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iv) Let λ ∈ Λ be arbitrarily fixed. For any λ′ ∈ Λ, we put γλ′ = γ + (λ′ − λ)θ (We remark that,
in particular, γλ = γ), and we also observe that γλ
′
, λ′ ∈ Λ, is a bounded smooth (in Malliavin’s
sense) random field over Λ× [0, 1]×Ω with bounded derivatives of all order w.r.t. (λ, ω). We also
recall the notation
Eλ′t := exp
{∫ t
0
γλ
′
s dBs −
1
2
∫ t
0
|γλ′s |2ds
}
, λ′ ∈ Λ.
With it we have, in particular, Eλt = Lt, Eλ1 = L1 = L.
v) For all s ∈ [0, 1], we introduce Eλ,λ′t (s) := (1− s)Eλt + sEλ
′
t
(
= (1− s)Lt + sEλ′t
)
.
Let us point out that because of iv), Eλ,λ′s :=
Eλ′s
Eλs
→ 1, as λ′ → λ.
The above setting allows to work as under Assumption 3. Thus, revisiting the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1, we see that, for getting (3.39), (3.41) and (3.44), the dimension 1 of ξ was not used; the
computations are exactly the same for a higher dimension of ξ. So we have, for t ∈ [0, 1],
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = Iλ,λ′ +Rλ,λ′ , where Rλ,λ′ = o(|λ′ − λ|), as λ′ → λ, (3.50)
and
Iλ,λ′ = E
Q
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ¯
)
Ds[ξ¯](γ¯
λ′
s − γ¯λs )E¯λ,λ
′
s ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ¯(B
λ)
)
Ds[ξ¯](B
λ)(γ¯λ
′
s − γ¯λs )(Bλ)E¯λ,λ
′
s (B
λ)ds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ](γ
λ′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s ds
]
= (λ′ − λ)EQλt
[ ∫ t
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
+ o(|λ′ − λ|), as λ′ → λ.
(3.51)
(Recall that Dλ = (Dλs )s∈[0,1] denotes the Malliavin derivative w.r.t. the Brownian motion B
λ). In
order to get the latter equality, recall that, due to Assumption iv), γλ
′
= γλ + (λ′ − λ)θ and
Eλ,λ′s = 1 +
∫ s
0
(γλ
′
r − γλr )Eλ,λ
′
r dB
λ
r = 1 + (λ
′ − λ)
∫ s
0
θrEλ,λ′r dBλr , s ∈ [0, 1]. (3.52)
Taking into account that F-adaptedness of the process γλ
′−γλ = (λ′−λ)θ, we get from (3.51) that
Iλ,λ′ = E
Qλt
[ ∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs](γλ′s − γλs )Eλ,λ′s ds]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs
∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
]
= EQ
λ
t
[ ∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs (Eλ,λ′t − 1)].
(3.53)
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Hence,
Iλ,λ′ = E
Q
[ ∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs (Eλ′t − Eλt )].
On the other hand, as Eλ′−Eλ is an (F, Q)-martingale, from Doob’s martingale inequality, Burkholder-
Davis-Gundy inequality and standard estimates we see that, for some generic constant C > 0,
|λ′ − λ| ≤ C|λ′ − λ|EQλt
[( ∫ t
0
|θs|2(Eλ,λ′s )2ds
) 1
2
]
= CEQ
λ
t
[( ∫ t
0
∣∣(γλ′s − γλs )Eλ,λ′s ∣∣2ds) 12 ]
≤ CEQλt [ sup
s∈[0,t]
|Eλ,λ′s − 1|
]
= CEQ
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Eλt
Eλs
|Eλ′s − Eλs |
)]
≤ C
(
EQ
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
|Eλ′s − Eλs |2
]) 1
2 ≤ C
(
EQ
[|Eλ′t − Eλt |2]) 12 .
Thus,
|λ′ − λ|(
EQ
[|Eλ′t − Eλt |2]) 12
≤ C, and for Rλ,λ′ in (3.50) we have
|Rλ,λ′ |(
EQ
[|Eλ′t − Eλt |2]) 12
≤ C |Rλ,λ′ ||λ′ − λ| → 0, as λ
′ → λ.
Consequently, from (3.53) and (3.50),
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ)
= EQ
[ ∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs (Eλ′t − Eλt )]+ o(|Eλ′t − Eλt |L2(Q)). (3.54)
Recall that Eλt = L and F ξQ(L′) := f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)
, L′ ∈ LQ. The equality (3.54) proves the L2(Q)-
differentiability of L′ → F ξQ(L′) at L along special curves λ′ → Eλ
′
t , and the derivative is
DF ξQ(L) = DF
ξ
Q(Eλt ) =
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs . (3.55)
Combining approximation techniques from Proposition 3.3 with the argument of the proof of The-
orem 3.1 and Remark 3.2, one can show that there is a Borel measurable function g : Rd → R such
that DF ξQ(L) = g(ξ), Q-a.s., and g depends on (Q,L, ξ) only through
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ
)
. This allows to
write
∂LF
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ, x
)
:= g(x), x ∈ Rd. (3.56)
Note that for d = 1, using the Clark-Ocone formula, we have for the right-hand side of (3.55) just∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
Dλs [ξ]
∣∣Fs]dBλs =
∫ t
0
EQ
λ
t
[
Dλs
[ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
] ∣∣∣Fs]dBλs
=
∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy − EQλt
[ ∫ ξ
0
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, y
)
dy
]
, Q-a.s.,
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i.e., we rediscover here our result for d = 1. For d ≥ 2, let us characterize the relation between
DF ξQ and ∂µf in a manner which is more explicit than (3.55).
In order to shorten our argument, let us suppose now the L2(Q)-differentiability of L′ →
F ξQ(L
′) := f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)
at all L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), and identifying its derivative (DF ξQ)(L′) ∈
L(L20(Ω,F , Q);R) with DF ξQ(L′) ∈ L20(Ω,F , Q) such that DF ξQ(L′)(η) = EQ[DF ξQ(L′)η], for all
η ∈ L20(Ω,F , Q), we obtain
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = F ξQ(Eλ′t )− F ξQ(Eλt ) =
∫ 1
0
∂s[F
ξ
Q
(Eλ,λ′t (s))]ds
=EQ
[
DF ξQ(Eλt )(Eλ
′
t − Eλt )
]
+
∫ 1
0
EQ
[(
DF ξQ
(Eλ,λ′t (s)) −DF ξQ(Eλt ))(Eλ′t − Eλt )]ds
=Iξ(λ, λ′) +Rξ(λ, λ′),
(3.57)
where Iξ(λ, λ′) := EQ
[
DF ξQ(Eλt )(Eλ
′
t − Eλt )
]
, and
Rξ(λ, λ′) :=
∫ 1
0
EQ
[(
DF ξQ
(Eλ,λ′t (s))−DF ξQ(Eλt ))(Eλ′t − Eλt )]ds.
Before making the computation for Iξ(λ, λ′), we remark that 0 < c ≤ Lt
(
= Eλt
) ≤ C ∈ R+
implies that with the L2(Q)-differentiability of F ξQ at Lt we also have the L
2(Qλt )-differentiability
of F ξ
Qλt
: LQλt ∩ L2(Ω,F , Qλt )→ R at 1 (Recall that Qλt = Eλt Q(= LtQ)), and
DF ξQ(Eλt ) = DF ξQλt (1)− E
Q
[
DF ξ
Qλt
(1)
]
,
DF ξ
Qλt
(1) = DF ξQ(Eλt )− EQ
λ
t
[
DF ξQ(Eλt )
]
.
(3.58)
Moreover, we recall from Theorem 3.1 and its proof (see also Lemma 3.5) that, for L ∈ LQ ∩
L2(Ω,F , Q), the differentiability of F ξ
Qλt
at 1 implies that there is a Borel function g : Rd → R
such that DF ξ
Qλt
(1) = g(ξ), QL-a.s. and g depends on (Q, Eλt , ξ) only through the law (Qλt )ξ,
which is expressed by the notation ∂1F
(
(Qλt )ξ, x
)
:= g(x), x ∈ Rd. So we have DF ξ
Qλt
(1) =
∂1F
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
, Qλt (∼ Q)-a.s. Note that, for Lt = Eλt , ∂LF introduced in (3.56) and ∂1F thanks
to (3.58) are related by
∂LtF
(
Qξ, (LtQ)ξ, x
)
= ∂1F
(
(QLt)ξ, x
)− EQ[∂1F ((QLt)ξ, ξ)], x ∈ Rd.
Consequently, from (3.58) and the definition Eλ,λ′t = Eλ
′
t /Eλt ,
Iξ(λ, λ′) = EQ[DF ξQ(Eλt )(Eλ
′
t − Eλt )] = EQ[DF ξQλt (1)(E
λ′
t − Eλt )]
= EQ
λ
t [DF ξ
Qλt
(1)(Eλ,λ′t − 1)] = EQ
λ
t
[
∂1F
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)
(Eλ,λ′t − 1)
]
,
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and as Eλ,λ′t = 1 +
∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s (See (3.32)), the above relation yields
Iξ(λ, λ′) = EQ
λ
t
[
(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
]
= (λ′ − λ)EQλt
[
(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
) ∫ t
0
θsEλ,λ′s dBλs
]
.
(3.59)
Hence, supposing that ∂1F
(
(Qλt )ξ, ·
)
: Rd → R is continuously differentiable and the derivative
is bounded, we get from the integration by parts formula for the Malliavin derivative w.r.t. the
Qλt -Brownian motion B
λ
Iξ(λ, λ′) = (λ′ − λ)EQλt
[
(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ , ξ
) ∫ t
0
θsEλ,λ′s dBλs
]
= (λ′ − λ)EQλt
[
∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsEλ,λ
′
s ds
]
= (λ′ − λ)EQλt
[
∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
+ r(λ, λ′),
(3.60)
with r(λ, λ′) = (λ′ − λ)2EQλt
[
∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
(
Dλs [ξ]θs
∫ s
0
θrEλ,λ′r dBλr
)
ds
]
= o(|λ′ − λ|), as
λ′ → λ.
In order to estimate
Rξ(λ, λ′) =
∫ 1
0
EQ
[(
DF ξQ
(Eλ,λ′t (s))−DF ξQ(Eλt ))(Eλ′t − Eλt )]ds,
we assume that the derivative w.r.t. the density DF ξQ(·) : LQ∩L2(Ω,F , Q)→ R is L2(Q)-Lipschitz.
Remark 3.5. We note that
DF ξQ(L) = ∂LF
(
Qξ, (LQ)ξ , ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q),
is L2(Q)-Lipschitz w.r.t. L, if there is a constant C ∈ R+ such that
∣∣∂LF (Qξ, µ, ξ)− ∂LF (Qξ, µ′, ξ)∣∣ ≤ CW1(µ, µ′), µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd).
Indeed, using the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality, one checks easily that
W1
(
(LQ)ξ, (L
′Q)ξ
) ≤ EQ[|L− L′| · |ξ|] ≤ (EQ[|ξ|2]) 12 (EQ[|L− L′|2]) 12 ,
for all L, L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q).
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Then, recalling that Eλt = Lt = EQ[L | Ft] is bounded, we have
|Rξ(λ, λ′)| ≤ CEQ[|Eλ′t − Eλt |2] ≤ CEQλt [|Eλ,λ′t − 1|2] = CEQλt [∣∣∣
∫ t
0
(γλ
′
s − γλs )Eλ,λ
′
s dB
λ
s
∣∣∣2]
= C|λ′ − λ|2EQλt
[∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
θsEλ,λ′s dBλs
∣∣∣2] = C|λ′ − λ|2EQλt [ ∫ t
0
|θsEλ,λ′s |2ds
]
.
Recalling that the smooth Wiener step process θ is bounded and Eλ,λ′s , s ∈ [0, 1], λ′ ∈ Λ, is bounded
in LQ
λ
t , we obtain
|Rξ(λ, λ′)| ≤ C|λ′ − λ|2, λ′ ∈ Λ.
Together with (3.57) and (3.60) this yields
f
(
(Eλ′t Q)ξ
)− f((Eλt Q)ξ) = (λ′ − λ)EQλt [∂x(∂1F )((Qλt )ξ, ξ)
∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
+ o(|λ′ − λ|), (3.61)
as λ′ → λ. Comparing this relation with (3.50) combined with (3.51), we get
EQ
λ
t
[
∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
= EQ
λ
t
[
(∂µf)
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
) ∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
.
Hence, for Γ· : L
2(Ω,F , Qλt ;Rd)→ L2(Ω,F , Qλt ;Rd) defined by
Γξ := ∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, ξ
)− (∂µf)((Qλt )ξ , ξ),
it holds
EQ
λ
t
[
Γξ
∫ t
0
Dλs [ξ]θsds
]
= 0, (3.62)
for all smooth step process θ and for any smooth Wiener functional ξ.
Let us assume that the functions ∂x(∂1F )(·, ·), ∂µf(·, ·) : P2(Rd) × Rd → Rd are bounded and
continuous with a continuity modulus ρ : R+ → R+, ρ(0+) = 0, which implies that Γϑ is bounded
and
|Γϑ − Γζ | ≤ 2ρ
(
W2
(
(Qλt )ϑ, (Q
λ
t )ζ
)
+ |ϑ − ζ|
)
, ϑ, ζ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Qλt ). (3.63)
We denote by ei (1 ≤ i ≤ d) the i-th unit vector in Rd: ei,j := 1 for j = i, ei,j := 0 for j 6= i.
Let t = 1. For ε > 0 we put ξiε := E
Q[ξ | Ft−ε] + ε(Bλt − Bλt−ε)ei. Then Dλs [ξiε] = εei, s ∈ [t− ε, t],
and choosing the smooth Wiener process θε such that θεs = 0, s ∈ [0, t− ε], we get from (3.62)
EQ
λ
t
[
Γξiεei
∫ t
t−ε
θεsds
]
= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, (3.64)
for all smooth Wiener process θε. On the other side it is easy to check that
{∫ t
t−ε
θεsds : θ
ε smooth
Wiener functonal
}
is dense in L2(Ω,F , Q), and thus also in L2(Ω,F , Qλt ). Hence, it follows from
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(3.64) that Γξiεei = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, Qλt -a.s. Finally, taking into account (3.63) and that ξiε → ξ, Q-a.s.
and in L2(Ω,F , Qλt ), as ε→ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we conclude Γξ = 0, Qλt -a.s., i.e.,
∂x(∂1F )
(
(Qλt )ξ, x
)
= ∂µf
(
(Qλt )ξ, x
)
,
which holds a priori (Qλt )ξ-a.s., but using the continuity of ∂x(∂1F )(·, ·), ∂µf(·, ·) : P2(Rd)× Rd →
Rd, we obtain that the equality holds for all x ∈ Rd and for all ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Qλt ). Finally, for t = 1
we have Qλt = LQ = QL, i.e.,
∂x(∂1F )
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= ∂µf
(
(QL)ξ , x
)
, (3.65)
for all x ∈ R, ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , QL) and L ∈ LQ smooth Wiener functional bounded from below by a
strictly positive constant.
Finally, Proposition 3.3 and the arguments developed in its proof show how to extend this result
to general bounded densities L ∈ LQ which are bounded from below by a strictly positive constant.
This allows to state the following:
Theorem 3.4. Let L ∈ LQ be such that, for some real constants C, c > 0, c ≤ L ≤ C, and suppose
that, for all ξ ∈ L4(Ω,F , Q;Rd) and for f : P2(Rd)→ R satisfying Assumption 1 we have that the
function F ξQ(L
′) := f
(
(L′Q)ξ
)
, L′ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), is L2(Q)-differentiable, DF ξQ(·) is L2(Q)-
Lipschitz, ∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, ·
)
is continuously differentiable, and ∂x(∂1F )(·, ·), ∂µf(·, ·) : P2(Rd)×Rd → R
are bounded and continuous (with continuity modulus). Then,
∂x(∂1F )
(
(QL)ξ , x
)
= ∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
, x ∈ Rd.
At the end of this section let us briefly discuss how the derivative w.r.t. the density L ∈ LQ of
a function f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
presents, when f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
= Φ(fLQξ ) is defined as a differentiable function Φ
of the density fLQξ of the law of a random variable ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , LQ). Such an approach basing
on densities of random variables has been chosen in recent works by Bensoussan et al.; see, for
instance, [3] and the papers cited therein. However, we adapt this setting slightly, in order to have
it in coherence with the theory we have developed in the present work.
Let us denote by Lλ1 the set of all probability densities over (R,B(R), dx). Given a complete
probability space (Ω,F , Q) and a function Φ : Lλ1 ∩ L2(R,B(R), dx) → R, we put f(Qξ) :=
Φ(fQξ ), for ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) with density fQξ ∈ L2(R,B(R), dx) → R. We suppose Φ : Lλ1 ∩
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L2(R,B(R), dx) → R is L2(dx)-differentiable in the sense of Definition 3.3, i.e., for any h ∈ Lλ1 ∩
L2(R,B(R), dx) there exists (DΦ)(h) ∈ L(L20(R,B(R), dx),R) such that, identified by the Riesz
Representation Theorem with some DΦ(h, ·) ∈ L20(R,B(R), dx), we have
Φ(h′)− Φ(h) = (DΦ)(h)(h′ − h) + o(|h′ − h|L2(R,dx))
=
∫
R
DΦ(h, x)
(
h′(x)− h(x))dx+ o(|h′ − h|L2(R,dx)).
We suppose that DΦ(h, ·) is differentiable, and the derivative belongs to L2(R,B(R), dx).
Let ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) with density fQξ ∈ L2(R,B(R), dx) and η ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) be such that the
couple (ξ, η) has a density fQ(ξ,η) ∈ L2(R2,B(R2), dz) which is continuously differentiable in its first
variable. Then, for all ε ∈ R, ξ + εη has the density
fQξ+εη(x) =
∫
R
fQ(ξ,η)(x− εy, y)dy, x ∈ R,
and, under suitable additional integrability assumptions for ∂xf
Q
ξ (·, ·),
∂εf
Q
ξ+εη(x)|ε=0 = −
∫
R
y∂xf
Q
(ξ,η)(x, y)dy, x ∈ R.
Then, using the integration by parts formula,
∂εf(Qξ+εη)|ε=0 = (DΦ)(f
Q
ξ )
(
−
∫
R
y∂xf
Q
(ξ,η)(·, y)dy
)
=
∫
R
(
−
∫
R
DΦ(fQξ , x)y∂xf
Q
(ξ,η)(x, y)dx
)
dy
=
∫
R
( ∫
R
∂xDΦ(f
Q
ξ , x)yf
Q
(ξ,η)(x, y)dx
)
dy = EQ
[
∂xDΦ(f
Q
ξ , ξ)η
]
,
which shows that, if f : P2(R)→ R defined above is differentiable, then, because of the density of
the set of random variables η in L2(Ω,F , Q) satisfying the above assumptions on the density f(ξ,η),
we have ∂µf(Qξ, ξ) = ∂xDΦ(f
Q
ξ , ξ), Q-a.s., i.e.,
∂µf(Qξ, x) = ∂xDΦ(f
Q
ξ , x), Qξ(dx)-a.s. (3.66)
Let now L ∈ LQ for which we suppose, for simplicity, 0 < c ≤ L ≤ C ∈ R+. We remark that,
for ξ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q) with density fQξ ∈ L2(R,B(R), dx), the density under QL := LQ is, obviously,
given by fLQξ (x) = E
Q[L | ξ = x]fQξ (x), x ∈ R, and it belongs to L2(Ω,F , QL)(= L2(Ω,F , Q)).
Given another L′ ∈ LQ for which we suppose, for simplicity, 0 < c ≤ L′ ≤ C ∈ R+, we put
Lε := (1− ε)L+ εL′ ∈ LQ, ε ∈ [0, 1]. Then ∂εfL
εQ
ξ (x) = E
Q[L′ − L | ξ = x]fQξ (x), x ∈ R, and
∂εΦ(f
LεQ
ξ )|ε=0 = (DΦ)(f
LQ
ξ )
(
EQ[L′ − L | ξ = x]fQξ (x)
)
=
∫
R
DΦ(fLQξ , x)E
Q[L′ − L | ξ = x]fQξ (x)dx = EQ
[
DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)(L
′ − L)].
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Consequently, if F ξQ(L) := f
(
(LQ)ξ
)
, L ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), is differentiable (in the sense of
Definition 3.3), then
DF ξQ(L) = DΦ(f
LQ
ξ , ξ)− EQ
[
DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)
]
, Q-a.s.
On the other hand, recall that
DF ξQL(1) = DF
ξ
Q(L)− EQL
[
DF ξQ(L)
]
= DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)− EQL
[
DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)
]
, Q-a.s.,
from where we deduce that
∂1F
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= DΦ(fLQξ , x)− EQL
[
DΦ(fLQξ , ξ)
]
, (QL)ξ-a.s. (3.67)
Finally, combining (3.66) and (3.67), we see that also here it holds that
∂x(∂1F )
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
= ∂xDΦ(f
LQ
ξ , x) = ∂µf
(
(QL)ξ, x
)
, (QL)ξ(dx)-a.s.
4 Appendix
4.1 Fre´chet differentiability of the lifted function
Lemma 4.1. Let f : P2(Rd) → R be differentiable, and let Q′ be any probability measure on
the Radon space (Ω,F). Then f lifted w.r.t. the probability measure Q′, f˜ ′(η′) := f(Q′η′), η′ ∈
L2(Ω,F , Q′;Rd), is Fre´chet differentiable over L2(Ω,F , Q′;Rd), and Df˜ ′(η′) = (∂µf)(Q′η′ , η′), Q′-
a.s.
Proof. We suppose that the differentiability of f : P2(Rd)→ R is defined through the lifted function
f˜(η) := f(Qη), η ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;Rd), for the probability Q fixed in Section 3. Now, for an arbitrarily
given η′0 ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q′;Rd), let η0 ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;Rd) be such that Qη0 = Q′η′
0
and f˜ is Fre´chet
differentiable at η0, and for η
′ ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q′;Rd) with |η′ − η′0|L2(Q) → 0, let η ∈ L2(Ω,F , Q;Rd)
be such that Q(η,η0) = Q
′
(η′,η′
0
) (see Proposition 3.1 in [6]). Then |η− η0|L2(Q) = |η′− η′0|L2(Q′) → 0,
and
f˜ ′(η′)− f˜ ′(η′0) = f(Q′η′)− f(Q′η′
0
) = f(Qη)− f(Qη0) = f˜(η)− f˜(µ0)
=Df˜(η0)(η − η0) + o(|η − η0|L2(Q)) = EQ
[
(∂µf)(Qη0 , η0)(η − η0)
]
+ o(|η − η0|L2(Q))
=EQ
′[
(∂µf)(Q
′
η′
0
, η′0)(η
′ − η′0)
]
+ o(|η′ − η′0|L2(Q′)).
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It follows that f˜ ′ : L2(Ω,F , Q′;Rd) → R is Fre´chet differentiable, and Df˜ ′(η′0) = (∂µf)(Q′η′
0
, η′0),
Q′-a.s.
4.2 Proof of Proposition 3.3
This part is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.3.
Proof. (of Proposition 3.3). The proof is split into seven steps. For simplicity we choose T = 1
and Λ = R. Recall that the mapping λ → Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q) is supposed to be continuously
L2(Q)-differentiable.
Step 1. We introduce the partition tni := i · 2−n (0 ≤ i ≤ Nn = 2n) for the interval [0, 1], and
we put ∆ni = (t
n
i−1, t
n
i ]. Let us consider the increasing sequence of sub σ-fields Gn := σ
{
B(∆ni )(:=
Btni −Btni−1), 1 ≤ i ≤ Nn
} ∨ NQ, n ≥ 1, with limit ∨
n≥1
Gn
(
:= σ
{⋃
n≥1 Gn
})
= F .
We define now Lλn := E
Q[Lλ | Gn], λ ∈ Λ, n ≥ 1. Then we have the following properties.
a) Lλn ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,F , Q), λ ∈ Λ, n ≥ 1.
b) The mapping λ → Lλn is continuously L2(Q)-differentiable, and ∂λLλn = EQ[∂λLλ | Gn], Q-a.s.,
λ ∈ Λ, n ≥ 1. Indeed,∣∣Lλ′n − Lλn − (λ′ − λ)EQ[∂λLλ | Gn]∣∣L2(Q) = ∣∣EQ[Lλ′ − Lλ − (λ′ − λ)∂λLλ | Gn]∣∣L2(Q)
≤∣∣Lλ′ − Lλ − (λ′ − λ)∂λLλ∣∣L2(Q) = o(|λ′ − λ|), λ′ → λ.
Moreover, for all λ ∈ Λ,
∣∣∂λLλ′n − ∂λLλn∣∣L2(Q) = ∣∣EQ[∂λLλ′ − ∂λLλ | Gn]∣∣L2(Q) ≤ ∣∣∂λLλ′ − ∂λLλ∣∣L2(Q) → 0, λ′ → λ.
c) From the martingale convergence theorem we have
i) Lλn = E
Q[Lλ | Gn] L
2(Q)−−−−→
n→∞
EQ[Lλ | F ] = Lλ, λ ∈ Λ, and
ii) ∂λL
λ
n = E
Q[∂λL
λ | Gn] L
2(Q)−−−−→
n→∞
EQ[∂λL
λ | F ] = ∂λLλ, λ ∈ Λ.
d) As λ → Lλ and λ → ∂λLλ are L2(Q)-continuous mappings, we have for all λ, λ′ ∈ Λ with
[λ, λ′] :=
{
λ(s) := sλ′ + (1− s)λ, s ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ Λ,
EQ
[|(Lλ(s)n , ∂λLλ(s)n )|2] ≤ EQ[|(Lλ(s), ∂λLλ(s))|2] ≤ max
s∈[0,1]
EQ
[|(Lλ(s), ∂λLλ(s))|2] < +∞,
s ∈ [0, 1], n ≥ 1. This combined with c) shows that
(Lλ(·)n , ∂λL
λ(·)
n )
L2(dsdQ)−−−−−−→
n→∞
(Lλ(·), ∂λL
λ(·)).
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Step 2. Let us fix now an arbitrary n ≥ 1, and put N = 2n, ∆i = ∆ni , ti = tni . In Step 1 we have
seen that it suffices to prove the approximation result for mappings λ → Lλ ∈ LQ ∩ L2(Ω,Gn, Q)
which are continuously L2(Q)-differentiable. As (L, ∂L) : Λ × Ω → R2 is B(Λ) ⊗ Gn-measurable,
there exists a Borel function (h, g) : Λ× RN → R2 such that
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ) = (hλ, gλ)
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆N )
)
, λ ∈ Λ.
Observe that the probability law µN := QθN of θN :=
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆N )
)
is just the Gaussian law
N (0, 1
N
IN ) with mean zero and covariance matrix
1
N
IN (IN is the unit matrix over RN ), defined
over (RN ,B(RN )). We observe that λ → hλ ∈ L2(RN , µN ) is continuously differentiable, and
∂λh
λ = gλ, µN -a.s., λ ∈ Λ. Indeed, |hλ′ −hλ− (λ′−λ)gλ|L2(µN ) = |Lλ
′ −Lλ− (λ′−λ)∂λLλ|L2(Q) =
o(|λ′ − λ|), λ′ ∈ Λ with λ′ → λ. The L2(µN )-continuity of λ → gλ(= ∂λhλ) follows similarly from
the L2(Q)-continuity of λ→ ∂λLλ.
Step 3. For ℓ ≥ 1, let ψℓ ∈ C∞ℓ,b(R) such that −ℓ ≤ ψℓ ≤ ℓ, ψℓ(r) = r for |r| ≤ ℓ − 2, ψℓ(r) = ℓ
for r ≥ ℓ, ψℓ(r) = −ℓ for r ≤ −ℓ, and 0 ≤ ∂rψℓ ≤ 1. Moreover, let ϕℓ ∈ C∞b (RN ) be such that
0 ≤ ϕℓ ≤ 1, ϕℓ(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ ℓ−2, ϕℓ(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ ℓ, and |∂xϕℓ| ≤ 1. We need also a function
ϕ˜ ∈ C∞b (R) with the same properties as ϕℓ, but defined on R instead of RN . Given these functions,
we define for hλ introduced in the preceding Step 2,
hℓ(λ, x) := h
λ
ℓ (x) := ψℓ
(
hψℓ(λ)(x)
)
ϕℓ(x)ϕ˜ℓ(λ), (λ, x) ∈ R× RN .
Obviously, |hℓ| ≤ ℓ on R×RN , hℓ(λ, x) = 0 if |λ| ≥ ℓ or |x| ≥ ℓ, and from the dominated convergence
theorem and the continuous L2(µN )-differentiability of λ→ hλ we obtain (hλℓ , ∂λhλℓ )→ (hλ, ∂λhλ)
in L2(RN , µN ) as well as (h
λ(·)
ℓ , ∂λh
λ(·)
ℓ )→ (hλ(·), ∂λhλ(·)) in L2([0, 1] × RN , dsµN (dx)), as ℓ→ +∞.
In particular, it holds that
∫
RN
hλℓ (x)µN (dx)→
∫
RN
hλ(x)µN (dx) = E
Q[Lλ] = 1, as ℓ→ +∞.
Step 4. Let us now approximate hλℓ , ℓ ≥ 1, with the help of Sobolev’s mollification procedure.
For this we consider χ2 ∈ C∞(RN ;R+) with supp(χ2) ⊂ B1(0)
(
:=
{
x ∈ RN ∣∣ |x| ≤ 1}) and∫
RN χ
2(y)dy = 1. In the same way we introduce χ1 ∈ C∞(RN ;R+), but now for N = 1, and, given
ε > 0, we put χ1ε(λ) =
1
ε
χ1(1
ε
λ), χ2ε(x) =
1
εN
χ1(1
ε
x) and χε(λ, x) = χ
1
ε(λ)χ
2
ε(x), (λ, x) ∈ R × RN .
Given hℓ(λ, x) = h
λ
ℓ (x) from the preceding step, we define hℓ,ε by the convolution
hλℓ,ε(x) := hℓ,ε(λ, x) := (hℓ ∗ χε)(λ, x) =
∫
R×RN
hℓ(λ− λ′, x− x′)χε(λ′, x′)dλ′dx′, (λ, x) ∈ R× RN .
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We remark that, for all ε ∈ (0, 1), hℓ,ε ∈ C∞b (R×RN ) with supp(hℓ,ε) ⊂ (−ℓ− 1, ℓ+ 1)×Bℓ+1(0).
Hence, for all λ ∈ Λ = R,
|∂λhλℓ,ε − ∂λhλℓ |2L2(µN ) ≤ CN
∫
RN
|∂λhλℓ,ε(x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx
≤CN
∫
R
∫
RN
|(∂λhλ−λ′ℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x) − ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx · χ1ε(λ′)dλ′
≤CN
∫
R
∫
RN
|(∂λhλ−λ′ℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x) − (∂λhλℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x)|2dx · χ1ε(λ′)dλ′
+ CN
∫
RN
|(∂λhλℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx
≤CN
∫
R
∫
RN
|∂λhλ−λ′ℓ (x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx · χ1ε(λ′)dλ′ + CN
∫
RN
|(∂λhλℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx,
where from Step 3 and the L2(µN )-continuity of λ→ ∂λhλ we have∫
R
∫
RN
|∂λhλ−λ′ℓ (x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx · χ1ε(λ′)dλ′ ≤ CN,l sup
|λ′|≤ε
|∂λhλ−λ′ℓ − ∂λhλℓ |2L2(µN ) → 0, as ε→ 0,
and, on the other hand, also
∫
RN
|(∂λhλℓ ∗ χ2ε)(x)− ∂λhλℓ (x)|2dx→ 0, as ε→ 0.
This latter convergence is a well-known property of the Sobolev mollification. Consequently, for all
λ ∈ Λ,
|∂λhλℓ,ε − ∂λhλℓ |2L2(µN ) → 0, and analogously, |hλℓ,ε − hλℓ |2L2(µN ) → 0, as ε→ 0.
In the same way, using the continuous L2(µN )-differentiability of λ→ hλℓ and, thus, the boundedness
of λ→ (hλ, ∂λhλ) in L2(RN , µN ), we get that also
(h
λ(·)
ℓ,ε , ∂λh
λ(·)
ℓ,ε )→ (hλ(·)ℓ , ∂λhλ(·)ℓ ) in L2([0, 1] × RN , dsµN (dx)), as ε→ 0.
Step 5. Let hλε := h
λ
ℓ,εℓ
from Step 4 be such that (hλℓ,εℓ , ∂λh
λ
ℓ,εℓ
) → (hλ, ∂λhλ) in L2(µN ) and
(h
λ(·)
ℓ,εℓ
, ∂λh
λ(·)
ℓ,εℓ
)→ (hλ(·), ∂λhλ(·)) in L2([0, 1]×RN , dsµN (dx)), as ℓ→ +∞, where εℓ → 0 is suitably
chosen. We define F λε := h
λ
ε
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆N )
) ∈ S, λ ∈ Λ = R, ε > 0. From Step 4 we know
that λ→ F λε is in C∞b (R), and ∂λF λε = (∂λhλε )
(
B(∆1), ..., B(∆N )
)
. Moreover, due to our choice,
(F λε , ∂λF
λ
ε )
L2(Q)−−−−→
ε→0
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ),
(F λ(·)ε , ∂λF
λ(·)
ε )
L2(dsdQ)−−−−−−→
ε→0
(Lλ(·), ∂λL
λ(·)).
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Also note that 0 ≤ F λε ≤ Cε(= ℓ), λ ∈ Λ, ε > 0. Let us define Lλε := ε+F
λ
ε
ε+EQ[Fλε ]
. Obviously, Lλε is
a smooth Wiener functional in S and belongs to LQ. Moreover, ε
ε+Cε
≤ Lλε ≤ ε+Cεε , and standard
estimates allow to show that λ→ Lλε belongs to C∞b (R), and
∂λL
λ
ε =
∂λF
λ
ε
ε+ EQ[F λε ]
− E
Q[∂λF
λ
ε ](ε + F
λ
ε )
(ε+ EQ[F λε ])
2.
Moreover, as (F λε , ∂λF
λ
ε )
L2(Q)−−−−→
ε→0
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ), we have, EQ[F λε ] → EQ[Lλ] = 1 and EQ[∂λF λε ] →
EQ[∂λL
λ] = 0, and from the formula for (Lλε , ∂λL
λ
ε ) we conclude that
(Lλε , ∂λL
λ
ε )
L2(Q)−−−−→
ε→0
(Lλ, ∂λL
λ), for all λ ∈ Λ.
Finally, using a similar argument, we obtain also
(Lλ(·)ε , ∂λL
λ(·)
ε )
L2(dsdQ)−−−−−−→
ε→0
(Lλ(·), ∂λL
λ(·)).
Step 6. We now use Lλε from Step 5 and define M
λ,ε
s := EQ[Lλε | Fs], s ∈ [0, 1]. Obviously Mλ,ε is
an (F, Q)-martingale, and ε
ε+Cε
≤ Mλ,ε ≤ ε+Cε
ε
. Thanks to the Clark-Ocone formula, as Lλε ∈ S,
we have for the bounded adapted process Zλ,εs = EQ[DsL
λ
ε | Fs], s ∈ [0, 1], that
Lλε = 1 +
∫ 1
0
Zλ,εs dBs, Q-a.s., λ ∈ Λ, (4.1)
and
Mλ,εt = 1 +
∫ t
0
Zλ,εs dBs = 1 +
∫ t
0
Zλ,εs
Mλ,εs
Mλ,εs dBs, t ∈ [0, T ].
We introduce the process γλ,εs :=
Z
λ,ε
s
M
λ,ε
s
, s ∈ [0, 1]. Obviously, γλ,ε ∈ L2F([0, 1] × Ω, dsdQ) and
Lλε =M
λ,ε
1 = exp
{∫ 1
0
γλ,εs dBs −
1
2
∫ 1
0
|γλ,εs |2ds
}
.
In order to study the properties of the process γλ,ε we recall that Lλε = h˜
λ
ε
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆N )
)
,
where h˜λε (x) =
ε+hλε (x)
ε+EQ[Fλε ]
belongs to C∞b (R × RN ). Let us make the simplifying assumption that,
for any fixed ε > 0, Lλε = h˜
λ(B1), h˜ ∈ C∞b (R×R). Without any difficulty the computation can be
extended to the case of a general Lλε = h˜
λ
ε
(
B(∆1), . . . , B(∆N )
)
with h˜ε ∈ C∞b (R× RN ).
We remark that, taking the Malliavin derivative of Lλε = h˜
λ(B1), we get DsL
λ
ε = (h˜
λ)′(B1), s ∈
[0, 1], and hence
EQ[DsL
λ
ε | Fs] = EQ[(h˜λ)′(B1) | Fs] =
1√
2π
∫
R
(h˜λ)′(Bs +
√
1− s · x)e− 12x2dx.
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We put
gλ1 (s, y) :=
1√
2π
∫
R
(h˜λ)′(y +
√
1− s · x)e− 12x2dx, (s, y) ∈ [0, 1] × R.
Then gλ1 : [0, 1] × R → R is continuous, gλ1 (s, ·) ∈ C∞ (s ∈ [0, 1]), and the derivatives of all order
w.r.t. y of gλ1 are bounded over [0, 1] × R. Similarly we define
gλ2 (s, y) :=
1√
2π
∫
R
h˜λ(y +
√
1− s · x)e− 12x2dx, (s, y) ∈ [0, 1] × R,
and, obviously, EQ[Lλε | Fs] = gλ2 (s,Bs). Note that g2 ≥ εε+Cε (See Step 5). We conclude that
γλ,εs = gλ(s,Bs) :=
gλ1 (s,Bs)
gλ
2
(s,Bs)
, s ∈ [0, 1], where g : [0, 1] × R × R → R is continuous, and g(s, ·, ·) ∈
C∞(R× R) with derivatives of all order bounded over [0, 1] × R× R.
In order to complete the proof of the proposition, we have still to approximate in a suitable way
the process γλ,ε by a smooth Wiener step process.
Step 7. For arbitrarily fixed ε > 0 we approximate γλs := γ
λ,ε
s = gλ(s,Bs), s ∈ [0, 1], introduced in
the preceding step, by
γ˜λ,ks :=
k∑
i=1
gλ(ski−1, Bski−1
)I∆i,k(s)
(
=
k∑
i=1
gλ
(
ski−1, B(∆1,k) + · · ·+B(∆i−1,k)
)
I∆i,k(s)
)
,
where, for k ≥ 1, ski := i/k, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and ∆i,k := (ski−1, ski ], 1 ≤ i ≤ k. From the regularity
properties of the function g(s, λ, x) = gλ(s, x), (s, λ, x) ∈ [0, 1]×R×R, stated in Step 6 we see that
γ˜λ,k is a smooth Wiener step process. Moreover, as g and its derivatives w.r.t. (λ, x) are bounded
over [0, 1] × R× R, we check easily that for the Dole´an-Dade exponential
Eλ,k1 = exp
{∫ 1
0
γ˜λ,ks dBs −
1
2
∫ 1
0
|γ˜λ,ks |2ds
}
,
it holds (Eλ,k1 , ∂λEλ,k1 )→ (Lλε , ∂λLλε ) in L2(Q) and (Eλ(·),k1 , ∂λEλ(·),k1 )→ (Lλ(·)ε , ∂λLλ(·)ε ) in L2([0, 1]×
Ω, dsdQ), as k → +∞.
Finally, combining the Steps 1-7 we finish the proof of the proposition.
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